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Introduction

Research on intelligent agents can be divided into three related areas that focus on integrated treatments of agents: agent theories, architectures, and languages. All three of these areas are concerned
with different aspects of the same enterprise, namely, the specification and implementation of intelligent behavior. Agent theories use formal logic to model the agent’s mental attitudes (e.g. beliefs,
desires, intentions, etc.) and how they relate to each other and to the agent’s behavior. These
theories has also grappled with problems associated with multiple agents, such as the coordination of and communication between a group of agents, and the modeling of joint mental attitudes.
An agent architecture provides mechanisms for managing the mental and physical resources of
an agent to meet the demands of complex, dynamic environments. Agent programming languages
attempt to bridge the gap between theory and practice. The term “agent-oriented programming language” was coined by Shoham [150]. He defined agent programming languages as programming
languages with representational primitives corresponding to various mental state components of
the agent, and where reasoning is performed on these primitives. The key issue in agent programming language design concerns the “right way” of programming an agent, i.e. an autonomous,
reactive, proactive, situated, and interacting computing element [189, 9]. In other words, what
kind of programming language components should these languages contain so as to allow the programmer to design an agent in the most convenient, most natural, most succinct, most efficient,
and most comprehensible way, and how to effectively execute these agent programs. Shoham’s
ideas have been later taken up and modified by various researchers. As we will see, many agent
programming languages do not explicitly represent intentional attitudes, and have only very little
intellectual debt w.r.t. the original vision by Shoham.
According to [122], a key problem of agent programming research is to show a one-to-one
correspondence between the underlying agent theory and the abstract interpreter that the agent
programming language provides. Bridging the gap between agent theories and agent programming
frameworks has proven to be a lasting problem in agent research. The omission of so called
declarative goals from agent programming frameworks seems to be the primary reason for this
gap. To be specific, most agent programming frameworks have focused mainly on plans or ‘goalsto-do’ (where goals are defined as a set of procedures which are executed to achieve the goal), in
contrast to ‘goals-to-be’ (where goals are specified as a declarative description of the state of the
world which is sought) [34]. These user written plans or programs speed up the computation in
these systems making them more practical. However, a declarative notion of goal is also necessary
if one wants to fully model the pro-activity of an agent. With the omission of declarative goals,
the reason for executing plans is lost. In addition to providing a new abstraction mechanism, these
goals can be used to decouple plan failure/success from goal failure/success. An agent may be
able to successfully execute a plan. However, this does not necessarily mean that the agent was
successful in achieving the associated goal, since the environment may interfere with this goal.
Similarly, external interference may render a user-defined plan impossible to execute; but this
does not necessarily mean that the agent will never be able to achieve the associated goal (see
Section 5.1 for a concrete example). Thus, these declarative goals are essential for monitoring goal
achievement and performing recovery when a plan has failed. Since these goals capture the reason
1

for executing plans, its not hard to see that they are also necessary to model rational deliberation
and action, and to model rational response to changes in goals that result from communication, e.g.
requests.
Recently, there has been a fair amount of work on establishing a link between agent logics and
agent programming frameworks by incorporating declarative goals in agent programming frameworks [71, 172, 174, 34, 135, 185, 134]. Research in agent programming with declarative goals
is still at an early stage. As such, most of these frameworks suffer from various problems. For
instance, many of these frameworks do not provide a formal semantics for declarative goals. The
dynamics of these goals are usually specified using some sort of syntactic manipulation directed
by the ‘operational semantics’ of the language. Often, there are no requirements for an intended
plan to be consistent with an intended declarative goal. Also, these frameworks often assume complete information, and thus do not formalize sensing actions. There has been very little work on
deliberation and planning in these frameworks. The primary reason for these deficiencies can be
identified and explained by the fact that there is a tradeoff between efficiency and expressiveness
in these languages, and that these agent programming languages are supposed to be more practical
than their agent theory counterparts. Thus defining practical rational agent programming languages
is much harder than simply developing an agent theory.
This survey reviews research related to agent programming languages with declarative goals.
It is organized in four sections. In the next three sections, relevant work on agent theories, agent
architectures, and agent programming languages broadly speaking are considered in turn. Then in
Section 5, we review work specifically on agent programming languages with declarative goals.
Finally, we conclude this survey with some possible future research directions.

2

Agent Theories

Viewing an entity as an agent involves ascribing high-level cognitive attitudes such as beliefs,
goals, desires, and intentions to agents. This is called taking an intentional stance. Often, we
design agents by representing such attitudes explicitly and implementing reasoning procedures
over them. Theories that formalize various aspects of agents are often known as belief-desireintention (BDI) theories.
Most of the existing agent theories attempt to deal with one or more of following questions:
• What are the connections between agents’ informational attitudes and their actions, i.e. what
are the informational preconditions of actions and what effects do actions have on these
attitudes?
• What motivational attitudes (e.g. goal, choice, and intention) are necessary, and how should
these attitudes be formalized? How should agents’ motivational attitudes change as a result
of actions?
• What inter-attitudinal constraints are required to manage the rational balance needed among
an agent’s beliefs, goals, plans, commitments, and intentions?
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• How should one formalize ability, i.e. under what conditions can one expect an agent to
succeed in achieving her intentions?
• What does it means for an agent to behave rationally? How should an agent’s future behavior
depends on her current mental attitudes?
• How can multiple agents coordinate to achieve a common goal?
In the following, we discuss previous work that attempts to address these questions.
2.1

Informational Attitudes and Action

One concern of BDI logic theories has been to formalize informational attitudes, such as knowledge and belief, and their relationship to action. This relationship can be broken down into two
aspects, namely, the informational preconditions of actions, and the effects of actions on agents’
information. In BDI logic theories, the informational attitudes of the agents are almost always
modeled using accessibility relations on possible worlds [82, 83, 84]. However, along with the
associated computational complexity, possible worlds reasoning suffers from a number of other
problems, such as logical omniscience (i.e. that of knowing all valid formulae, and that of knowledge being closed under logical consequence). To deal with this, various other approaches has
been proposed in the literature [47].
Moore [105, 106] was a pioneer to integrate knowledge and action into a single framework. In
his formal theory, he accomplished this by formalizing Hintikka’s modal logic of knowledge [72]
within McCarthy’s first order situation calculus [102]. Variants of this model were later proposed
in [91, 136, 35]. Others added informational modalities to other logics of action, such as dynamic
logic [170] and CTL∗ [124, 158].
Moore’s main concern was to study the problem of knowledge preconditions for actions, that
is, the question of what an agent needs to know in order to be able to perform some action. Moore
formalized the ability to perform an action using an agent’s knowledge of the referent of the action.
In his framework, an agent knows the referent of an action, if it denotes the same action in all of
the agent’s possible worlds. If the agent knows that the action is also executable, then she is able
to perform the action.
Moore, and later others [133, 91, 158, 35], also define what it means for an agent to satisfy
the knowledge preconditions of complex actions. The underlying concept in these accounts is that
to know how to do a parameterized action, the agent must know the “procedure” (i.e. the action
function), and know the value of the arguments of the action. For instance, an agent can perform
the action of dialing the combination of a safe Saf e1 (i.e. dial(combOf (Saf e1 ))) if she knows
the procedure the dial action refers to, and knows the value of the term combOf (Saf e1 ). Also,
an agent can perform a complex action if she knows that she can execute a sequence of primitive
actions that implements the complex action. However, the agent is not required to know in advance
the exact sequence of actions she will execute, since the sequence could depend on information
the agent gathers along the way. At all time points the agent must know how to execute the
current step of the complex action, know that she will eventually complete the execution of the
3

complex action, and that she will know when the execution is complete. Both Moore’s and Singh’s
theories are limited to determinate complex actions, but Davis, Sardiña et al., and Lespérance et
al. handle indeterminate complex actions. Although Moore’s framework allows multiple agents,
the definition of ability with respect to a complex action involves only action by a single agent.
Also, Moore does not address the frame problem for actions, that is, how to specify what remains
unchanged after an action is performed. Finally, the framework ignores the formulation of ability
to achieve a goal and its relation with being able to perform a complex action. Others, however, do
mention how it is a simple matter to add.
A different account was presented in [165], where van der Hoek et al. introduces a primitive
capability operator in a propositional modal logic. This operator indicates, for each primitive action
and world, whether an agent is capable of performing that action in that world. In this account,
the capabilities of complex actions are defined in terms of capabilities of primitive actions. This
approach is more flexible than the others, since concepts such as moral capacity can be easily
incorporated in this account. However, in this account, one has to specify for each agent, world,
and primitive action whether the agent is capable of performing that action in that world. In other
words, every instance of a procedure/parameterized action needs to be handled distinctly in this
account.
An agent is unable to perform some action when she does not satisfy the informational prerequisites of that action. In that case, it would certainly be useful if the agent had the means to acquire
the necessary information. Thus, any agent framework should formalize actions that an agent can
use to increase her information. These actions are often known as informative actions [106], test
actions [168], and knowledge producing actions [136]. In most agent frameworks, the effect of
these actions on agents’ knowledge are handled in a similar manner. The result of performing an
action that tests the value of a proposition p is that the worlds that disagree with the value of p in the
real world are removed from the epistemic accessibility relation. With the situation calculus based
formalisms [106, 136, 137], there is an additional requirement that after performing any action a
in situation s, the situations that are epistemically related to s are projected/extended by a to get
the updated state. In other words, the situations which have not resulted from performing a in an
epistemic alternative in s cannot be in the epistemic accessibility relation at do(a, s). So, in this
case, even “noninformative actions” affect the knowledge of the agent in the sense that the agent
gets to know that it has just performed a. On the other hand, in [168], noninformative actions do
not affect the epistemic accessibility relation; also, in their dynamic logic based language, there is
no way to say that the agent has just performed action a.
Most of the work already mentioned assumes that new information is consistent with existing
knowledge (this is called belief expansion). There has also been much work on belief revision (and
contraction) where this may not be the case [61, 169]. Also various researchers have proposed
mechanisms for iterated belief change, possibly with noisy sensors [61, 148, 142].
2.2

Motivational Attitudes

Along with agents’ informational states, a general theory of agency must also take their motivations into account, since agents are expected to act to achieve their goals. To this end, the general
4

trend followed in the literature is to specify a primitive motivational attitude, and then to define
compound and more useful motivational attitudes using this. There are two main categories of
motivational primitives, namely goal [26, 124] (variously known as choice [129], wish [16], and
preference [170]), and intention. While goals are sometimes allowed to be inconsistent and thus
difficult to formulate [16], intentions are mostly considered to be consistent. Another difference between these attitudes lies in the agent’s level of commitment towards them. Intention is sometimes
primitive [124, 81, 68] and sometimes a defined concept, specified in terms of goals [26, 129, 158].
In his philosophical work [16], Bratman argues that intention is different from goals. He identifies
the following important properties of intention:
1. Intentions pose problems for agents; they need to determine a way of bringing about their
intentions.
2. Intentions provide a filter for adopting new intentions; intentions that are incompatible with
an agent’s currently held intentions can not be adopted.
3. Agents will maintain an intention if they attempt to achieve it, the attempt fails, but they still
believe the intention is achievable.
Previous work on motivational attitudes mostly concern two aspects of these attitudes, namely,
when goals are satisfied, and how long should goals persist. The former differentiates maintenance
goals and achievement goals, while the later can be used to specify different levels of commitments
to a goal. Maintenance goals are propositions that are currently true, and the agent wants it to remain true. Achievement goals, on the other hand, are propositions that are currently false, which
the agent would like to be true eventually. Most of the research in the literature focuses on achievement goals. In the literature, there have been various proposals characterizing different types of
persistence of motivational attitudes.
In their linear time temporal model, Cohen and Levesque [26] define a primitive goal modality
with its own accessibility relation G similar to the belief modality. Since their model does not have
branching futures, it cannot be used to distinguish between some/all branches; rather it can only be
used to talk about the actual future. Intuitively, the G-accessible worlds are the ones where all the
goals of the agent are satisfied. The goals of the agent are formally defined to be the propositions
that are true in all the agent’s G-accessible worlds. According to Cohen and Levesque’s definition,
an agent has a proposition p as an achievement goal if she has the goal that p eventually be true,
and believes that it is currently false. Others have adopted a similar primitive motivational operator
[124, 129, 170].
Cohen and Levesque point out, following Bratman [16], that since an agent’s goals should be
compatible with her beliefs, her goal worlds should be constrained to be a subset of the believed
worlds. This constraint is known as realism. It ensures that the agent does not have an impossible
goal. We discuss whether this constraint is actually desirable in the next section.
Cohen and Levesque [26] also investigated the persistence of achievement goals. To ensure that
agents do not procrastinate forever, they assume that eventually all achievement goals get dropped.
Using this assumption, they then define two types of persistence. According to them, an agent has
p as a persistent goal if p is one of her achievement goals, and if she does not drop the goal until
5

either she believes the goal has been achieved, or believes that the goal will never be achieved.
Cohen and Levesque acknowledge that agents with persistent goals are fanatically committed to
their goals. To remedy this, they therefore define the notion of a relativized persistent goal, which
is a persistent goal with the further condition that the agent may drop the goal if she comes to know
that some proposition q has become false. Typically, the goal p is a means to achieving the supergoal q, or q can be some requester agent’s intention. The idea behind this is that the agent adopted
the goal relative to the condition q being true, so if q becomes false the agent can freely drop the
goal. By Cohen and Levesque’s definition, it is not known whether an agent has a persistent goal
until the agent drops the goal.
Cohen and Levesque [26] define intention as a special kind of persistent goal. In their framework, they distinguish between an intention to perform an action and an intention to achieve a
proposition. An agent intends to perform action a, if she has a persistent goal to perform a, immediately after believing she would perform a. Here, the constraint about the agent’s belief is required
to prevent the agent from intending to accidentally or unknowingly perform the action. An agent
intends to achieve proposition p if she has the persistent goal to perform some sequence of actions
a, after which p is true. Moreover, immediately before performing a, it is required that the agent
believes that she is about to perform some (possibly different) sequence of actions a0 , after which
p holds, and that she does not to have the goal that it not be the case that p is true immediately after
doing a. Note that the believed sequence of actions can be different from the actual sequence. The
reason for this is that it allows the agent to intend to bring about a state of affairs without knowing
in advance exactly how to do it. It is also required that in at least one of the agent’s chosen worlds,
the agent performs a, i.e., the sequence of actions that the agent really does, after which p holds.
This is meant to rule out cases in which the agent is trying to do, say, a1 to bring about p, but in
the course of doing a1 , she accidentally ends up bringing about p in a completely unforeseen way
before completing a1 . Both these definitions of intention can be relativized to a condition q by
replacing the persistent goal with a relativized persistent goal. Cohen and Levesque [26] show that
their definition of intention satisfies the properties of intention given by Bratman [16].
Rao and Georgeff [124] adopt a primitive intention modality in addition to the goal modality.
Their formal language is based on a first-order modal logic that is a variant of the Computation Tree
Logic (CTL∗ ) framework [44]. This is a branching-time temporal logic, so it can refer to possible
or optional futures (i.e. to formulae that hold in at least one branch among the paths emanating
from the current situation) and inevitable futures (i.e. formulae that hold in all branches emanating
from the current situation), in contrast to Cohen and Levesque’s account, where one can only talk
about the actual/inevitable future. However, unlike in the latter, there is no way to talk about the
actual future, i.e. the path that represents the actual evolution of the world. In their framework,
the intention accessible worlds are the worlds that the agent is committed to trying to actualize.
The intentions of the agent are then defined as the propositions true in all the intention accessible
worlds.
Rao and Georgeff [124] studied the persistence of intentions rather than the persistence of
goals. Like Cohen and Levesque, they assume that all intentions eventually get dropped. They
define three types of commitments, namely, blind commitment, single-minded commitment, and
open-minded commitment. An agent is blindly committed to an intention if she maintains her
6

intention to achieve a goal until she believes that the goal holds. An agent is single-mindedly
committed to an intention if she maintains her intention to achieve a goal until she believes the
goal is true, or until she doesn’t believe the goal might eventually be true. Finally, open-minded
commitment is the same as single-minded commitment, except that the agent can drop the intention
if she drops the goal that the proposition might eventually be true, instead of dropping that belief.
Sadek [129] revises Cohen and Levesque’s account to incorporate a branching time temporal
logic. He uses a primitive goal modality called choice. One problem with Cohen and Levesque’s
realism constraint is that there is no way to distinguish between the goals due to realism (i.e. a goal
that φ provided that the agent believes that φ is inevitable) and the goals that the agent actually
wants. To distinguish between agents’ free choices and choices due to the realism constraint,
Sadek [129] introduces the concept of relevant choice. According to Sadek, an agent i relevantly
chooses that φ, if she chooses that φ, and that if she does not believe that φ is not the case, then
.
she chooses that φ (i.e. RC(i, φ) = C(i, φ ∧ (¬B(i, ¬φ) ⊃ C(i, φ)))). However, this does not fix
the “problem”. Sadek’s definition of relevant choice along with his KD45 logic of choice implies
that any chosen proposition is a relevantly chosen one. Thus Sadek’s choice modality seems to be
similar to Cohen and Levesque’s goal modality.
Sadek uses a weaker definition of achievement goals than Cohen and Levesque. In his branching time temporal model, he only requires that in every chosen world, p will eventually be true
in some possible future. In contrast, Cohen and Levesque requires p to be eventually true in all
possible futures (i.e. in their case, the only, inevitable future) of every chosen world. Sadek [129]
modified Cohen and Levesque’s definition of a persistent goal, by requiring that the agent choose
not to drop the goal until either the agent believes that the goal has been achieved, or she believes
that the goal will never be achieved. Sadek’s definition is meant to allow agents to have some
awareness that they were adopting a persistent goal. However, a problem with this definition is
that it does not guarantee that the persistent goal will actually persist. This is due to the fact that an
agent may have a persistence goal at some time-point, but at a later time-point she might change
her preferences and thus drop the goal.
In [129], Sadek presents a definition of an intention to achieve a proposition p, where an agent
is allowed to include actions by other agents in her plan to achieve p (as long as the initial actions
are done by the agent herself). Unfortunately, this definition has some problems. For example,
despite claims to the contrary, the given definition allows the agent to intend p when there is no
sequence of actions that the agent believes will bring about p.
Another account of both achievement and maintenance goals was presented in [145, 141] where
Shapiro et al. define goal using a knowledge accessibility relation K and a primitive “want” accessibility relation W (or H). Intuitively, the W -accessible worlds for an agent are the happy worlds
where all her goals are satisfied. They then define goal accessible worlds G as the intersection of W
and the knowledge accessible relation K, in the sense that a G-accessible world is a W -accessible
world that has a K-accessible world in its history. The reason for imposing this constraint is that
this assures that agents goals are realistic, i.e. an agent does not have a goal that she knows is
impossible to achieve (this also holds in Cohen and Levesque’s framework, as discussed below).
Goals are then defined to be all the formulae that are true over the interval [now, then], where now
is a K-accessible world, and then is a G-accessible world. Their account is more flexible than
7

others as it handles both types of goals in a uniform way.
One principle that a logic of intention should satisfy is the side-effect-free principle, i.e. that an
agent should not necessarily intend all the believed “side-effects” of their intentions. For instance,
consider the following example (adopted from [26]): suppose that an agent has the intention to go
to the dentist to get her teeth fixed, and also believes that getting her teeth fixed will always involve
pain. A normal modal logic1 of intention along with the realism constraint entails that the agent
also have the intention to have pain. Thus, even if after the surgery, she finds out that the procedure
didn’t cause any pain, she will actively pursue her intention to have pain! This causes problems
for many of the normal modal logics of intentions seen so far. We discuss this in detail in the next
section. To avoid the problem altogether, various researchers have proposed to use non-normal
model logics to model motivational attitudes.
Konolige and Pollack’s [81] only motivational operator is a primitive intention operator. The
main advantage of their account is that it follows directly from their non-normal modal semantics
that intention is not closed under logical consequence and conjunction. Thus it does not suffer
from the side-effect problem, unlike Cohen and Levesque and Sadek’s account. In their semantics,
intentions are associated with a set of scenarios I. A scenario is the set of possible worlds that
satisfies some sentence in the non-modal sub-language of their language. An interpretation satisfies
Intend(p) if there is an I ∈ I that is a scenario for p, i.e. p is true in all the worlds in I and every
world that satisfies p is in I. Their non-normal semantics of intention is equivalent to the minimal
model semantics of Chellas [25]. Unfortunately, in their framework they have no requirements
that intentions persist, and thus their intention modality is closer to what others use as the goal
modality.
In an attempt to obtain a minimal logic of intention, Herzig and Longin [68] model intention
using a primitive modal operator. Their semantics of intention modality is a non-normal one, and
thus in their framework intention is neither closed under logical truth, nor under logical consequence, conjunction, and material implication.
Other researchers have incorporated a procedural motivation component in their framework;
sometimes these are used to define the agent’s intentions, and sometimes to model the agent’s
commitment towards actions. In his branching future logic, Singh [158] offers such a model of
intention. The underlying temporal logic of his framework is a very expressive one, and one can
model true concurrent execution of actions (modeled not just as interleaved actions, but parallel
execution of actions), and actions with varying durations. Moreover, unlike Rao and Georgeff’s
model, Singh’s interpretations single out a branch that corresponds to the actual future. Thus, his
language can talk about what will really happen. Singh also introduces a procedural motivation
component, called a strategy. A strategy is an abstract plan or program built-up from constructs
such as primitive actions, waiting for conditions, sequences, conditional strategies, and conditional
loops, and is viewed as a description of what the agent is currently trying to achieve. In this
framework, agents are assigned a strategy in each state. This is modeled using a function C Y that
associates a strategy with an agent at a world and a time. Singh defines intentions in terms of
A normal modal logic is one that satisfies the K axiom, i.e. G(φ ⊃ ψ) ⊃ (Gφ ⊃ Gψ). Modal operators with a
classical possible worlds semantics satisfy this axiom.
1
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the strategy the agent is following. An agent is said to intend proposition p if it is a necessary
consequence of executing her strategy. Singh uses a strong notion of the persistence of intentions,
and stipulates that agents do not change their strategies as long as they are able to continue to
follow them.
van Linder et al. [170, 103] use a primitive preference modality called wish. Wishes are interpreted as a necessity operator over an accessibility relation W . Thus, agents can have contradictory
wishes. They offer a strong definition of achievement goals, where the agent is required to know
that there is a sequence of primitive actions that she is able perform and whose execution will
achieve the goal, i.e. that the goal is implementable. In their framework, achievement goals are
known to be currently false. Furthermore, they constrain that a goal must be known to be an explicit
preference of the agent (defined using the awareness approach of [46]). To this end, they introduce a special action called select. The result of performing select φ marks the wish φ as selected.
They then define achievement goals as selected wishes that are unfulfilled and implementable. The
advantage of this formalization of goals is that it does not suffer from the side-effect problem, and
the transference problem, i.e. the problem that all logical tautologies are goals of the agent. This is
due to the fact that goals are defined not just as wishes, but explicitly chosen wishes/preferences.
van Linder et al. require that agents never drop any of their wishes. However, in their framework,
goals are dropped as soon as they are fulfilled or become non-implementable, as required by their
definition of goals. Due to this, their goals are really intentions.
To model an agent’s commitment, van Linder et al. use a semantic primitive called an agenda.
They define two meta-actions, commit(a) and uncommit(a), that update the agenda of the agent
so that the agent becomes committed to and uncommitted from the complex action a. An agent
can only be committed to a single complex action at any one time. To commit to a complex
action, the agent must be able to perform this action and it must achieve one of her goals; she
must also have finished executing her previous commitments (i.e. the agenda must be empty).
An agenda is a function that maps an agent and a world to a finite sequence of primitive actions
and test actions. This action sequence corresponds to one of the terminating executions of the
complex action that the agent is committed to achieving. The result of committing to a complex
deterministic action (built from primitive actions, tests, sequences, conditional compositions, and
iterations) in a given world w is defined in way such that it updates the agent’s agenda by adding
the appropriate sequence of primitive and test actions to the agenda not only in w, but also in all the
knowledge-accessible worlds in w, and in all the worlds that lie along the execution trajectory of
the action (i.e. that can be reached from these worlds by performing some prefix of this sequence).
This ensures that commitments are known, and that a commitment to a complex action is linked
to commitments to its constituents. On the other hand, an agent can uncommit from a complex
action if it is no longer useful in achieving any of her goals. Thus the agenda along with the two
meta-actions can be used to model an agent’s commitment towards actions that achieve one of
her goals. While this account links an agent’s declarative intentions with her intended actions, it
abstracts from how an agent comes to know that a plan is appropriate for a goal. Also, nothing in
the framework prevents an agent from performing something that is not in her agenda.
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2.3

Interattitudinal Constraints and Properties

In order to capture some of our intuitions about the intentional attitudes and to prove desirable
properties about them, the primitive attitudes discussed in previous sections need to be constrained.
One constraint introduced by Cohen and Levesque [26] that received some attention is the realism
constraint. This is a semantic constraint that says that the goal worlds should be a subset of the
believed worlds. The reason for imposing this constraint is that it is unintuitive for a rational agent
to adopt an achievement goal that she believes will never hold (this property is also known as
intention-belief inconsistency [16]). This constraint rules out these states of affairs. Since, each of
the agent’s goals must be satisfied in at least one of the believed worlds, the agent cannot believe
the negation of any of its goals. This constraint is also adopted by Sadek [129] and Konolige
and Pollack [81], although Konolige and Pollack constrain the intended worlds (in contrast to the
goal worlds, as in Cohen and Levesque’s framework) to be a subset of the believed worlds. As
mentioned earlier, this constraint also follows from Shapiro et al.’s [145] definition of goal.
Rao and Georgeff [123, 124] introduce two variants of the realism constraint, namely, weak
realism and strong realism. Weak realism constrains the intersection of the believed worlds and
the chosen/intended worlds to be non-empty, and is thus weaker than realism. Rao and Georgeff
[123] also adopt a similar constraint between chosen worlds and intended worlds. The strong
realism constraint [124], that can only be defined for worlds that have branching futures, requires
that for every believed world, there is a goal world that is a sub-tree of the believed world with
the same truth assignments and accessibility relations at all timepoints. They also adopt a similar
constraint between goal worlds and intended worlds. This constraint is stronger than realism in the
sense that it restricts the agent to choose only goals that it believes it will always be able to achieve,
regardless of what happens in the future. Singh [158] imposes a constraint that ensures that if an
agent intends a proposition p, then it does not believe that p will never hold in the real future.
As discussed earlier, another property of intentions proposed by Bratman [16] is that agents
need not always intend the believed side-effects of their intentions. There are various forms of this
“side-effect-free” principle. The weak version states that an agent should be able to consistently
intend that p, believe that p always implies q, and not intend that q. Cohen and Levesque [26] and
Singh [158] show that their theories are consistent with this. A stronger version of the principle
says that an agent should be able to consistently intend that p, and always believe that p always
implies q, without intending that q. Cohen and Levesque [26], Rao and Georgeff [123, 124] and
Sadek [129] show that their theories are consistent with this version of side-effect-free principle.
However, for Cohen and Levesque, this holds for the wrong reason, i.e. because the agent may
believe that the side-effect already holds, and thus will not have the persistent goal that the side
effect hold, and hence the intention to achieve it. Rao and Georgeff’s weak and strong realism
constraints are meant to ensure that side-effects need not be intended; these constraints do not
rule out the existence of an intention/goal-accessible world that does not agree with the beliefaccessible worlds on the truth values of a formula, and thus there may be goal/intention-accessible
worlds where p ⊃ q does not hold. However, their theory is still closed under conjunction. Both
van Linder et al.[170] and Konolige and Pollack [81] show that their frameworks are consistent
with yet another stronger version of the side-effect-free principle, which says that if p logically
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implies q, and the agent prefers or intends p, then the agent may consistently not prefer q.
Rao and Georgeff [123] argue that although agents’ goals should be potentially achievable,
no rational agent should be forced to choose all her beliefs; they call this property belief-goal
transference. They point out that Cohen and Levesque’s realism constraint sanctions this property.
Since the chosen worlds are a subset of the believed worlds, the agent chooses all of its beliefs.
Sadek [129] argues that transference is not problematic, if one can differentiate between choices
made due to the realism constraint and choices made freely by the agent. Rao and Georgeff [123],
on the other hand, argue that transference is irrational, and show that both strong and weak realism
avoid transference. One could claim that the realism constraint causes problems in Cohen and
Levesque’s framework because their logic deals with the actual future, rather than possible futures.
For instance, in Shapiro’s branching future framework, the realism constraint seems unproblematic.
What the realism constraint sanctions in Shapiro is that you can’t have the goal that p if you believe
that ¬p is inevitable, and this seems unproblematic.
2.4

Success Theorems and Rational Action

One important aspect of an agent theory is the connection between beliefs, goals, and intentions
and the agent’s action. Theorems that link these attitudes to an agent’s future behavior and the
achievement of her goals have been called Success Theorems [158], since they characterize conditions under which one can expect an agent to succeed in fulfilling her intentions. Success theorems
are important for motivating goal delegation via communication. For instance, to plan a complex
action that involves delegating sub-goals to other agents, waiting for those sub-goals to hold, and
then resume working on the goal, it is necessary for the agent to know that the delegated sub-goals
will eventually become true. Using a success theorem, it is adequate for the agent to know about
the other agent’s intentions and abilities to infer this.
In [26], Cohen and Levesque present a success theorem which states that if an agent has proposition p as a persistent goal, is always competent with respect to p (i.e., whenever the agent believes
p, p is true), and it is not the case that the agent will believe p will never occur before she drops
p, then eventually p will hold. To relate agents’ intentions with their actions, Cohen and Levesque
assume that all intentions eventually get dropped. This implies that the agents do not procrastinate
indefinitely with respect to their intentions (AKA the no infinite deferral assumption). According to the definition of persistent goal, it can only be dropped if the agent believes that the goal
has been achieved or is impossible to achieve. The latter case is ruled out by the premise of the
theorem, therefore the agent eventually believes p. Moreover, since the agent is competent with
respect to p, it follows that p eventually holds. Note that, this theorem does not imply that the
agent will eventually act, because some external event might achieve p. But Cohen and Levesque
claim that if the agent knows that it is the only one that can act to realize p, then under certain
(unstated) circumstances, the agent will act. Nevertheless, this account can be criticized since the
no infinite deferral assumption should follow from other axioms of the theory, rather than be imposed separately [78]. Rao and Georgeff [124] also offer similar theorems for their three forms of
commitments to intentions.
Singh [155] criticizes these success theorems as being too powerful. In particular, he points out
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that they do not take into account the abilities of agents. He requires that agents always perform
actions that they know will ensure the eventual success of their strategies. Using this assumption,
he showed that if an agent knows how to follow her strategy, and if her strategy necessarily leads
to p (and thus she intends that p), then eventually p will hold. Both Shapiro et al. [144] and Khan
and Lespérance [78] also prove success theorems in which the agent is only guaranteed to achieve
her intentions if she is able to achieve them. The latter consider multiple agents, in the sense that
agents are allowed to delegate actions to other agents.
One important concept that has largely been left out of agent theories is that of rational choice
of action. If agents are not acting rationally, then they cannot be expected to achieve their intentions
even if they have the required commitment. Singh’s agents are trying to “achieve strategies”. His
assumption that agents perform actions that they know will achieve their strategies actually ensures
that agents act rationally. In their earlier work, Shapiro et al. [144] formalize strategies as functions
from situations to actions (called Action Selection Function (ASF)). They use the agent’s goals to
provide an ordering on ASFs for each situation. For a given situation s, an ASF σ1 is said to be as
good as another ASF σ2 iff σ1 achieves all of the agent’s goals in all the alternative situations where
σ2 does. They then define an ASF σ to be a rational course of action for a given situation s iff it is
maximal in the ordering for s. In [135], Sardiña and Shapiro extended this concept of domination
of strategies to deal with prioritized goals. Building on Shapiro et al.’s model of goals in [145, 141],
Khan and Lespérance [78] also use an agent’s goals to provide an ordering on complex actions
(i.e. plans) for each situation. Plans in their framework can include actions by other agents.
They then define a plan to be rational for an agent in a situation iff the plan in maximal in that
ordering for that agent in that situation, and the plan is epistemically and intentionally feasible
for the agent. The additional condition on epistemic feasibility ensures that the agent fulfills the
knowledge preconditions required to execute the plan. In case the plan includes actions by others,
the agent is also required to know that the executing agent fulfills the knowledge preconditions
of the actions delegated on her, and that she intends to execute the appropriate actions in the plan
when it is her turn to act. In other words, the plan must be both epistemically and intentionally
feasible with respect to the agent. Most work on rational action selection has been done in the
decision theory setting, where the outcomes of actions are assigned numerical probabilities and
utilities [15, 181, 41]. Boutillier [15] provides a framework for analyzing rational action selection
in a logical setting using qualitative orderings for preferences and likelihoods.
2.5

Multiagent Systems: Collective Mental Attitudes, Communication, and Coordination

So far, we have mainly discussed work on modeling individual agents. The study of collective
mental attitudes and collaborative action has also received attention. The motivation for such
collaborative action is that it is often the case that although no individual member of a group
can bring about some goal, collectively they can achieve it if they coordinate and cooperate with
each other. Work in this field is variously known as teamwork, cooperative problem solving, team
activity, and cooperative plans.
Researchers in multiagent systems have formalized various collective mental attitudes. Common knowledge can roughly be modeled using infinite nesting of a group knowledge (i.e. “ev12

eryone in the group knows that”) modality. It is possible to formulate common knowledge as a
fixed point formula [67]. Joint intentions are often formalized as a non-primitive construct built
using concepts such as mutual belief and intention [139, 29, 30, 65, 66, 76, 77, 95, 160]. Although
joint intentions imply individual commitments for the team members, these collective intentions
are usually not reducible to summation of individual intentions. Others formalize group intention from an external perspective by utilizing an explicit social structure for a group [152, 157].
Examples of work on joint ability include [65, 94, 114, 115, 154, 166, 184, 188, 190].
When multiple agents are working together to solve a problem, they need some mechanism for
exchanging information, such as beliefs, plans, intentions, synchronization information, and so on.
Communication plays an important role in the coordination of multiple agents. Agent communication theories are founded on Speech act theory [3, 138], which originated in the philosophy of
language. The key idea in speech act theory is that communication acts can be viewed as regular
actions. While most actions are performed to change the physical state of the world, communication actions are mainly done to alter the hearer’s mental states. Speech acts can be categorized
into assertives (e.g. informing), directives (e.g. requesting), commissives (e.g. promising), declaratives, permissives, and prohibitives.
The literature on speech act theory is quite extensive. Cohen and Levesque showed that in
a BDI framework, many properties of speech act theory can be derived from an independently
motivated theory of rational interaction, which is in turn grounded in the rational theory of action
[27, 28]. Following this approach, they proposed formal semantics for speech acts. They model
speech acts as attempts to bring about some effects by performing some sequence of events, but
with the intent to produce at least some result. For instance, a request to achieve φ is considered
as an attempt by the speaker to have the hearer bring about φ, with the intent of at least making
the hearer believe that it is mutually believed that the speaker has the goal that the hearer brings
about φ. Singh [156], on the other hand, argued that the semantics of speech acts corresponds to
their satisfaction conditions, and identified these conditions for different types of speech acts. For
instance, an assertive is satisfied if its propositional content is true at the time of the utterance. A
directive is satisfied if its proposition comes to hold at a later point in the future, and the hearer has
the know-how and the intention to achieve it. A commissive is almost like directive except that
the role of hearer and speaker is switched, and so forth for permissive, prohibitive, and declarative
speech acts. Herzig and Longin [68] proposed some cooperative principles, and showed how these
rules can be used to infer the effects of a yes-no question and that of a request from that of an
associated assertive. Their model provides a simpler logical account where only assertives are
primitive.
In the ARTIMIS rational agent model [130], Sadek formalizes planning for communicative
actions using a backward chaining planning mechanism that utilizes the feasibility preconditions
(FP) and perlocutionary effects (PE) of the speech acts. Here, the FP specify the conditions that
have to be satisfied in order to plan for the act, and the PE correspond to the rational effects of the
action. For instance, consider the action of i informing j that φ is true. The preconditions for this
inform action is that i should believe that φ holds, and i should not know that j knows that φ holds.
On the other hand, the rational effects of this action are that j will learn that φ holds. Sadek argues
that rational effects of a communicative act serve as the reason for planning that act, in the sense
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that an agent should select an action only if she needs to achieve the rational effect of that action.
One problem with this account is that it fails to specify the conditions under which the rational
effects become actual effects; one cannot reason about these conditions. Moreover, the planning
mechanism in [130] is incomplete and many rational plans cannot be inferred. Louis [97] recently
extended this framework to incorporate a more general model of planning (state space planning
by regression and hierarchical planning) and plan adoption. His framework is more complex, and
uses defaults (as does Sadek’s). The approach supports multiagent plans and has been implemented. But there is no formalization of epistemically feasible plans, and no success theorem.
Also, commitment to a plan is modeled using a special predicate rather than using the intention
attitude.
Examples of other interesting agent communication theories include [183, 182, 116, 31, 117,
85]. Using these theories, researchers have developed artificial languages for agent communication
(e.g. FIPA-ACL [53], KQML [45]), proposed semantics for agent communication protocols [49,
50, 51, 52, 79], and implemented cooperative spoken dialogue systems (e.g. ARTIMIS [131, 132]).
Recently, there have been many proposals for semantics of communication acts based on social
commitments [159, 193, 60, 177]. The commitments associated with a conversation would be
accessible to an observer and relevant social rules could be enforced. While it is very important
to capture and enforce the social aspects of agent communication, i.e. the obligations that go
with membership in an agent society, it should be noted that communication cannot be reduced
to this public social commitments level [78]. There has also been a suggestion that public social
commitment semantics support more efficient reasoning and are more “tractable”. However, it has
been also pointed out that this is an orthogonal issue [78].
Another way of coordinating agents is to use social laws [5, 151, 109]. These laws are often
modeled by incorporating various deontic logic notions [24], such as obligations, prohibitions, and
rights into the framework.

3

Agent Architectures

The aim of agent architectures is to shift the emphasis from theory to practice. Thus, researchers in
this field are concerned with issues surrounding the construction of computer systems that satisfy
the properties specified by agent theorists. In classical planning, the agent is given a model of the
actions available and their preconditions and effects on the domain states and a goal, and her job
is to find a sequence of actions whose execution brings about this goal. Thus classical planning
assumes a static environment. However, real environments tend to be dynamic, that is, they often
change in unexpected ways at run-time. They may include exogenous actions (i.e. actions by other
agents or natural events) and the world may change during planning. The initial state could change
before the agent starts executing the plan. The world might not change as a result of plan execution
as expected due to the occurrence of exogenous actions. Thus, a classical planning agent will often
not do well in such environments. This is one of the areas where work on agent architecture
contributes, by taking into account the resource limitations of the agent. Researchers in this area
are concerned with designing agents that may have incomplete information about the current state
of the world, are not always able to accurately predict the effects of their actions, can deal with
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external interference, and do not have arbitrary time to deliberate.
One important issue addressed by the agent architecture community is the tradeoff between
commitment vs. intention reconsideration, i.e. how strongly should an agent be committed to her
intentions in a changing environment. Generally, intentions are considered to be persistent, and
are only dropped when they are achieved or they become impossible to achieve, as discussed in
Section 2.2. However, prior intended plans may be subject to reconsideration or abandonment
when the agent’s beliefs change in various ways, for instance, when the agent becomes aware
of a more attractive way of achieving her goal. But, according to Bratman [17], “...if an agent
constantly reconsiders her plans, they will not limit her deliberation in the way they need to for a
resource-bounded agent.” Nevertheless, if an opportunity with very high utility arises, the agent
should take advantage of this by weighing competing alternatives and reconsidering her current
intentions. Thus, there exists a tension between the stability of intended plans that is required for
practical reasoning, and the revocability inherent in these plans, as these are often formed based
on incomplete information.
Another related issue in agent architecture is the tradeoff between reactivity and deliberation.
While agents need some mechanism to support goal-directed reasoning and deliberation, they must
also be able to react rapidly to unanticipated changes in the environment. Moreover, since they only
have incomplete information about their environment, it is not always possible for them to produce
a complete plan for a given goal. Rather, information about how to best achieve a goal can often
be acquired after executing some initial part of the plan.
Researchers have proposed various agent architectures that differ depending on how the agent’s
ability to act is realized. Previous work on agent architecture can be classified roughly into four
categories, namely, deliberative architectures, reactive architectures, reactive plan execution architectures, and hybrid architectures. In the following we discuss these categories.
3.1

Deliberative Architectures

A deliberative architecture is one that contains an explicitly represented symbolic model of the
world (i.e. beliefs, desires, intentions, and actions), and where decisions, such as what actions to
perform next, are made via logical reasoning (i.e. planning). Thus deliberative architectures are
based on Newell and Simon’s [111] physical-symbol system hypothesis –they use a physically realizable set of symbols that can be combined to form structures and are capable of running processes
that operate on those symbols according to symbolically coded sets of instructions, in order to produce intelligent action. Most innovations in deliberative architecture design have come from the
AI planning community. Since deliberative architectures have a planning process as their central
component, these architectures can deal with unanticipated goals. However, the disadvantage of a
purely deliberative approach lies in the computational complexity of planning: the agent may not
be able to find plans in a timely manner. Also, the plans generated by a deliberative architecture
often fail in a dynamic environment. Examples of deliberative architectures whose primary component is a planner include the Integrated Planning, Execution, and Monitoring (IPEM) system [1]
(based on a sophisticated non-linear planner), and Wood’s AUTODRIVE system [186] (a traffic
simulation with planning agents).
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One particularly interesting class of deliberative architectures is plan-based deliberative architecture. The role of commitment to adopted plans or intentions is a critical component in planbased architectures. Thus, these architectures use adopted plans to limit practical reasoning. The
range of reasoning modeled by these frameworks include means-end analysis (planning), choosing between alternative courses of action (decision analysis), checking consistency of plans and
beliefs, and revising beliefs and goals in response to external events.
Building on Bratman’s philosophical work in [16], Bratman et al. [17] consider adopted partial
plans to structure and focus practical reasoning in their (mostly) deliberative architecture IRMA
(Intelligent Resource-bounded Machine Architecture). IRMA has four key data structures: a plan
library, and explicit representations of beliefs, desires, and intentions. In this architecture, once an
agent adopts a plan, she becomes committed to executing this plan. The agent’s commitment to a
plan implies that she will not reconsider this adopted plan, unless the environment has changed in
a relevant way, and reconsidering this plan will result in a reasonable increase in utility. Also, she
will not adopt any further intentions that are inconsistent with achieving her adopted plans.
The adopted plans can be both temporally and structurally partial, meaning that these plans
schedule actions for some time period, but not for others, and that these plans specify goals to be
achieved leaving open the means to achieve these ends. As discussed above, the motivation for
this is that often at plan time, the agent only has partial knowledge about the world, and thus it
is not always possible to decide on a complete course of action. These adopted intentions limit
the agent’s deliberation since they focus means-ends reasoning, and they constrain the number of
alternative options for actions that are feed to the decision process.
A partial plan needs to be filled out using means-ends reasoning. Thus, these adopted partial
plans focus the means-ends reasoning of the agent. Given a partial plan, the means-end reasoning
process outputs some options for courses of actions that refine this plan. But not all suggested
courses of actions will be consistent with the already adopted plans. Thus, before these suggested
courses of actions are supplied to the decision-making process, they need to be passed through
a ‘compatibility filter’. After filtering out the inconsistent plans, the compatible options are then
feed to the decision-maker for further deliberation. Bratman et al. remarked that the compatibility
filter must be computationally efficient relative to the deliberation process.
In addition to allowing deliberation, IRMA also attempts to provide some form of reactivity
unlike most deliberative architectures. IRMA utilizes an ‘opportunity analyzer’ and ‘filter override
mechanism’ in an attempt to model reactivity. The opportunity analyzer takes the agent’s beliefs
and goals as input, and watches for opportunities to satisfy the agent’s desires when some change in
the environment is detected. While doing this, it ignores the agent’s adopted plans. When it detects
such an opportunity, it suggests a course of action to fulfill the goal to the compatibility filter.
While the compatibility filter’s job is to detect and eliminate inconsistent plans, the filter override
mechanism can be used to allow some of these inconsistent options to be passed to the decisionmaker for deliberation. If the filter override mechanism passes such an option to the decisionmaker, it must be the case that at least one of the agent’s adopted plans are incompatible with
this option. So, in that case, the decision-maker needs to decide to either ignore this incompatible
option, or to revise the adopted plans that conflicts with this option. Note that, although this
process is able to handle unanticipated changes in the environment, it is not a completely reactive
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mechanism, due to the deliberation involved.
3.2

Reactive Architectures

Some architectures that have been proposed are completely reactive in nature. In these, all the
deliberation is done in advance and compiled into the architecture itself. In some approaches, the
designer is responsible for this compilation (e.g. [20]). Another way of doing this is to use an
automatic compilation process [128]. Thus these architectures neither contain a symbolic model
of the world nor a reasoner for manipulating rules and finding plans (i.e., they are not knowledgebased). Although such architectures are very efficient and can perform simple tasks quite well,
a major problem is that they are ineffective in environments that deviate from those expected by
the designer. The primary reason for this is that the behavior of the agents in these frameworks is
essentially hardwired. Also, it is often hard to design agents with multiple complex goals in these
frameworks.
Perhaps the best known reactive agent architecture is Brooks’ subsumption architecture [21, 22,
23]. Brooks proposed that intelligent behavior can be generated without explicit representations
of symbols and without explicit abstract reasoning, and that intelligence is an emergent property
of certain complex systems. He identifies two key properties of intelligence – ‘real’ intelligence
is situated in the world and not disembodied (such as theorem provers or expert systems), and
intelligence arises as a result of a system’s interaction with its environment.
To demonstrate the validity of his claims, Brooks built a number of robots using his subsumption architecture. A subsumption architecture consists of a hierarchy of task-achieving behaviors/layers. Each layer in this hierarchy is used to implement a certain goal of the robot. These
behaviors compete with each-other to exercise control over the robot. Lower layers are used to
encode more primitive kinds of behavior, and have precedence over the layers further up in the
hierarchy. Each layer’s goal subsumes that of the underlying layers. Each of these layers accesses
some of the sensor data and generates actions for the actuators. It should be emphasized that the
generation of actions in this system is extremely computationally efficient and does not involve
any explicit reasoning, or even pattern matching. A layer can inhibit inputs or overrule outputs of
the layers below it. This allows the lowest layers to work like fast-adapting mechanisms, while the
higher layers control the main direction to be taken in order to achieve the overall goal. Thus this
architecture is capable of reacting quickly to changes in the environment.
3.3

Reactive Plan Execution Architectures

A reactive plan execution architecture is one that includes a user-defined library of hierarchical
plans. Each of these plans consists of a trigger condition (i.e. goal), a precondition (i.e. context),
and a body. The trigger condition specifies what the plan is good for, that is, what goal can be
achieved using the plan. The context condition describes the conditions under which the plan
should be considered for execution. Another component of a reactive plan execution architecture
is triggering events. An agent in this kind of architecture responds to events from an event-queue
by adopting the appropriate plan, and by eventually executing it. In addition to primitive actions,
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the body of a plan can contain sub-goals (i.e. events), which may in turn trigger the selection and
execution of other plans (sub-plans). Thus, in these architectures, the changes in the environment
determine which plans should be executed, and how these plans are decomposed.
The most well known version of this architecture is the Procedural Reasoning System (PRS)
[63, 62]. A PRS agent consists of a belief-base, a goal-base, a set of plans, and a set of intention structures. Beliefs in PRS are facts about both the external world and the agent’s internal
state expressed in first-order logic. Goals are represented as temporal formulae, which include
formulae for achieving a property, testing for a condition, waiting for a condition to hold, and preserving/maintaining a condition. These goals are meant to be used in the triggering event part of a
plan. Like IRMA, PRS also uses plans to structure reasoning. Plans in PRS are complex structures
called Knowledge Areas (KA). Each of these KAs is a rule, and consists of an invocation condition
that specifies when it is applicable, and a body that describes a set of steps to be achieved. The
body of a KA can be viewed as a graph with a single start node and possibly multiple end nodes.
Arcs in this graph represent sub-goals. A successful execution of a KA amounts to achieving each
of the sub-goals in a path between the start node and one of the end nodes. Intentions of a PRS
agent consists of the set of active KA stacks, each of which keeps track of all the subgoals of the
original KA.
PRS uses KAs to encode procedural knowledge about the domain. KAs may be activated in a
goal-driven fashion, i.e. as a result of acquisition of a new goal, or in a data-driven/reactive fashion,
i.e. as a result of some change in the agent’s beliefs. These adopted KAs can be used to structure
the practical reasoning, since they constitute the entire reasoning process. At each iteration of
the PRS interpreter, the set of applicable KAs are determined (by unification) using the agent’s
beliefs and active goals. Then one or more of these KAs are selected and inserted into the intention
structure for execution. Finally, one of the intentions from the (root of the) intention structure is
selected, and a step of this intention is executed. This execution can involve an unelaborated subgoal; in that case, this goal is added to the goals of the system. The interpreter then loops to the
next iteration, where a new set of applicable KAs are determined based on the perceived changes.
Note that, if the selected KA arose as a result of the acquisition of a new goal (called intrinsic goal)
or a change in belief, then it is inserted into the intention structure as a new intention. On the other
hand, if the selected KA was triggered due to the execution of an already existing intention (called
operational goal), this KA is pushed on top of the KA stack comprising that intention.
PRS uses a special class of KAs (namely, meta-level KAs) to update the beliefs, goals, and
intentions of the PRS agent. Meta-level KAs can also be used to control the adoption of lowerlevel KAs (e.g. in case more than one KA is applicable), create new sub-goals, handle failures,
reorder the intentions in the intention structure, etc. Thus KAs are very powerful and can be used
to capture procedural domain knowledge as well as decision knowledge.
PRS can be used to guarantee some form of reactivity. In fact, it was shown in [63] that there
exists a bound on the ‘reaction time’ of a PRS agent. Note that, in each iteration, the interpreter
checks for applicable KAs and places one or more appropriate KAs in the intention structure. This
process uses unification and is able to ‘react’ in a timely manner. Note however that, although an
PRS agent is able to promptly recognize changes in the environment and adopt intentions accordingly, she may take arbitrarily long to ‘react to the environment’ by executing some action. This is
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due to the fact that there is nothing in the framework that ensures that the process of hierarchical
plan decomposition will quickly converge to a sequence of a primitive actions. In other words,
the execution of a knowledge area may involve a long and possibly even an infinite chain of subgoaling. Thus the term ‘react’ above (as used by Georgeff et al. [63]) is used in a weak sense, and
should be read as ‘recognize’. Nevertheless, it should be noted that PRS assumes that the designer
is responsible to ensure that plan decomposition completes in a reasonable time. In practice, these
architectures generally respond fairly quickly to changes in the environment.
3.4

Hybrid/Cognitive Architectures

There has also been work on architectures that handle the tradeoff between reactivity and deliberation by implementing reactive mechanisms and a deliberation module in two different but
interacting layers. Some architectures also include additional layers for plan execution and/or coordination. These architectures are known as layered architectures. A typical layered architecture
works as follows: the reactive layer generates potential courses of action in response to time critical events that happen too quickly to be handled by the other layers. It is often implemented using
a set of situation-action rules, and thus does not involve complex reasoning. The reactive execution layer (or scheduler) selects precompiled plans to achieve current goals and schedules them for
execution. The deliberation layer uses an explicit model of the world and a planner to generate
new plans. Finally, the multiagent coordination (A.K.A. the modeling) layer contains models of
the cognitive states of other agents in the environment (including human agents). These models
are used to manage the dependencies between the activities of the agent and those of other agents
(e.g. to identify and resolve goal conflicts). Some of these architectures have control mechanisms
to decide which layer controls execution at a given time. Depending on what layers are included in
the framework, layered architectures are capable of providing a guaranteed level of responsiveness,
performing resource-bounded deliberation to cope with exceptional events, as well as providing the
flexibility to adapt ongoing plan as required by changes in the environment. Examples of layered
architectures include Touring Machines [48], Inhabited Dynamical Systems [98], and InterRRap
[110].
Some proposals were made to capture human-like functionalities and capabilities. Since these
architectures model structures for performing a wide variety of cognitive tasks, they are often
called cognitive architectures. Examples of cognitive architectures are SOAR [86], Homer [178],
and OSCAR [121], to name a few. In addition to ascribing to the agents intentional modalities such
as beliefs, goals, and intentions, these architectures often attempt to formalize learning, problemsolving, natural language processing and generation, planning, memory, defeasible reasoning, etc.
However, cognitive architectures have not dealt with the main problems faced by researchers in
agent architecture, namely, the tradeoff between deliberation and reactivity, and handling resource
boundedness.
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3.5

Relation to Agent Theories

In [125], Rao and Georgeff attempt to relate their agent theory in [124] to a simplified version of
the PRS interpreter. This “abstract” interpreter operates on a (logically) closed and consistent set
of beliefs, goals, and intentions. Also, the belief-base is closed w.r.t. an agent’s plans, i.e. the agent
knows all her plans, and all possible decompositions of her plans are pre-computed. Using these,
it generates all the options for action in a single cycle. Then it selects an action for execution,
executes this action, and updates the agent’s mental states. Rao and Georgeff informally discuss
how to constrain various procedures called by this interpreter, and thus implement some of the basic
axioms of their theory in this architecture. This includes axioms that relate various mental states
(such as belief-goal compatibility), and axioms that model various forms of commitment (e.g.
blind commitment). They also have an axiom which is similar to Cohen and Levesque’s ‘no infinite
deferral’ assumption (i.e. that all intentions must be eventually dropped). Unfortunately, they do
not consider axioms related to agents’ abilities required to achieve goals, and axioms that deal
with rationality (e.g. that agents should not adopt plans that are very unlikely to achieve a goal).
They then present a “practical” interpreter that is similar to the PRS interpreter, in the sense that it
operates on a knowledge-base of explicit (and grounded) beliefs and goals that is not closed under
logical consequence, and that it computes the decomposition of the adopted plans over an arbitrary
number of cycles of the interpreter. At every step of the interpreter, in response to an event, the
option generator iterates through the plan library and returns the plans whose invocation condition
matches this event and whose context condition follows from the agent’s beliefs. The deliberator
then utilizes meta-level rules to decide which of these options should be selected. In the next step,
one of the intentions is executed. Like in PRS, the execution of an intention may involve triggering
of another event, or execution of a primitive action. While Rao and Georgeff acknowledge that this
practical interpreter does not obey all the axioms of their agent theory, no suggestions for revising
the axioms were given. They did however hint that under certain circumstances, namely when
no external events occur during the execution of a goal, the practical interpreter behaves like the
abstract one, and satisfies these axioms. However, it is not clear that this is the case. For instance,
there is no way of preventing the adoption of a plan that is inconsistent with the agent’s adopted
intentions, since no lookahead mechanism is incorporated in this practical interpreter. Thus the
axiom which states that the agent’s intentions should be consistent clearly does not follow from
this interpreter.

4

Agent Programming Languages

The beginning of the current interest in agent programming languages (APLs, henceforth) might
be attributed to Shoham’s proposal of Agent-Oriented Programming (AOP) [149, 150], as a ‘new
programming paradigm based on a societal view of computation’, and as a specialization of objectoriented programming. The key idea of this AOP paradigm is to use mentalistic and intentional
notions formalized by agent theorists to design and program agents.
Another front that pushed the concept of agent-oriented programming is Rao and Georgeff’s
PRS architecture. As we have seen, the key concept in the PRS architecture is that of using events
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for selecting hierarchically decomposed plans, and thus avoiding planning from scratch. In the
following, we will see that many APLs in the literature are based on a simplified version of the
PRS architecture.
Thus, most of the APLs in the literature can be classified into two classes, namely deductive
reasoning languages and reactive plan execution languages. While the former was derived from
various agent theories, logics, and calculi, the roots of the later can be traced back to reactive plan
execution architectures (viz. PRS and dMARS [80]).
Logic based APLs are usually more expressive and strongly grounded into the underlying logic.
The latter means that programs written in these can often be verified easily by theorem proving or
model checking. However, this expressiveness and ease of verification usually comes at the cost of
computational complexity. Most of these languages also suffer from other significant limitations,
such as poor scalability and modularity, and no support for physical distribution of the computation,
nor for the integration of external packages and languages. Examples of logic-based APLs include
AGENT0 [149, 150] (based on modal and deontic logic), Concurrent METATEM [54, 55] (based
on modal and temporal logic), the Golog family [96, 36, 37] (based on the situation calculus),
FLUX [162] (based on the fluent calculus), and MINERVA [87, 88] (based on a non-monotonic
logic).
In contrast, efficiency and modularity are two areas where the reactive plan execution languages shine. In addition, these languages provide means for encoding control knowledge by using
user-defined plan/rule libraries. Nevertheless, most of these PRS-based languages often have limited expressiveness. Examples of reactive plan execution languages include AgentSpeak(L) [122],
3APL [70], and CAN [185].
APLs also differ on how they handle several issues. For instance, some of these incorporate
BDI concepts such as beliefs, desires, goals, etc (e.g. AgentSpeak(L), 3APL, PLACA, etc.), while
others do not (e.g. Golog and Concurrent METATEM). A few of these languages handle incomplete knowledge and sensing actions (e.g. Golog and FLUX). Some languages allow planning
with lookahead; others only allow reactive plan selection (from a user-defined plan library) and
execution. Examples of APLs that allow offline planning include Golog and CAN-PLAN [134].
Some of these languages allow modeled exogenous actions (e.g. ConGolog), have constructs to
support communication (e.g. PLACA, Jason), support multiple agents (e.g. JACK), or provide a
programming logic on top of the associated programming language to specify agent properties,
such as liveness and safety properties (e.g. GOAL, Dribble).
Besides these two classes of APLs that we have identified, there has also been work on purely
behavior-based or reactive languages [22, 23, 2, 100]. However, these are closer to agent architectures than APLs. Also, researchers have developed various agent-oriented software engineering
methodologies (e.g. Prometheus [113] and Gaia [191]) and tools. Surveys of these can be found
in [8] and [9].
In the following, we review work on APLs in our two classes. Later in Section 5, we focus on
more recent work on agent programming languages that incorporate declarative goals.
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4.1

Logic-Based/Deductive Reasoning Languages

AOP, AGENT0, PLACA
Shoham [150] identifies three essential components of an AOP language: a theory for defining
the mental state of agents; an interpreted programming language for programming agents, whose
semantics must be faithful to the theory; and an ‘agentification’ process, which wraps components
of physical systems into agents. He acknowledges that the agentifier is not necessary for systems
designed with AOP in mind. However, he envisions applying the AOP framework even to ordinary
devices, such as watches and cameras, for which the agentification process is required.
AOP incorporates a quantified multi-modal logic with direct reference to time-points. The theory contains three modalities, namely, belief, commitment (also referred to as choice or decision),
and ability. Commitment is a derived operator, and defined in terms of obligation to oneself. An
example of a formula of the logic is as follows: CANa7 open(saf e)9 ⊃ Bb7 CANa7 open(saf e)9 .
This says that if at time 7, agent a can ensure that she is able to open a safe at time 9, then at time
7, agent b believes this. Unfortunately, AOP does not include a formal semantics for this modal
logic.
Shoham’s first attempt at an AOP language resulted in the AGENT0 programming language
[150]. In AGENT0, an agent is specified in terms of a set of initial beliefs and commitments, a
set of (fixed) capabilities, and a set of commitment rules. The set of commitment rules is a key
component in AGENT0, and it determines how the agent acts. A commitment rule associates a
message condition and a mental condition with an action. If the message conditions match an
incoming message and the mental conditions are true in the agent’s current mental state, then
the corresponding commitment rule fires, and as a result, the agent becomes committed to the
associated action. Commitment to an action in AGENT0 amounts to no more than scheduling an
action. The AGENT0 interpreter maintains a database of committed to actions and their scheduled
times, and when the appropriate time arrives, the action is executed. Along with private actions
(i.e. internally executed subroutines), AGENT0 also provides communicative actions in the spirit
of speech-act theory [3, 138, 31]. The basic loop of the AGENT0 interpreter consists of two steps:
in the first step, it reads the current incoming message and updates the mental state (i.e. the agent’s
beliefs and commitments) by applying all applicable commitment rules; in step 2, it executes the
commitments for the current time, possibly further updating the mental state.
In her 1993 Doctoral thesis [163], Thomas introduces the PLAnning Communicating Agents
(PLACA) language as a more refined implementation of AGENT0. PLACA addresses a severe
drawback to AGENT0, namely the inability of agents to plan and to communicate their declarative
goals (via requests). The overall structure of PLACA is very similar to that of AGENT0. To handle planning, the initial mental state now also contains a declarative motivational intention-base,
and a procedural plan-base. Also, commitment rules are now replaced with mental-change rules,
each of which associates a set of mental state changes with a set of message conditions/mental
conditions/(outgoing) message-list. At every tick of the global clock, these mental change rules
are used to update the agent’s declarative intentions. Plans on the other hand are fed to the system
using an external planner, described as a black box in [164], which is responsible for updating
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the plan-base at every tick of the clock. For longer deliberations, the planner may request the
‘mental-rule checker’ module to skip some cycles (while queuing the incoming messages) and
allow uninterrupted planning. The architecture also utilizes a separate executor module that is responsible for sending outgoing messages, and for executing the scheduled actions when the time
has come.2 Thus, PLACA separates deliberation about which intentions to adopt from considerations of means of achieving the adopted intentions. While the agent program is used to formalize
the former, the latter is modeled using a black-box external planner and not properly fleshed out
(i.e. mostly unspecified) by the framework.
In [161], Tan and Weihmayer discuss an AOP-based framework for cooperative problem solving that integrates AGENT0 and the state-space planner PRODIGY [104]. The major difference
between PLACA and this framework is that in the latter, planning occurs directly as a result of
the firing of commitment rules, and thus is not interruptible. Therefore, planning in this account
behaves like a single primitive action. Also, since many rules may fire during a cycle, several planning processes may be triggered, which is computationally demanding and may hamper reactivity.
All of these languages were only intended as prototypes. Thus, various simplifying assumptions were incorporated. For example, AGENT0 lacks a formal semantics. Also, agents can only
commit to primitive actions that can be directly executed. AGENT0 and PLACA both assume a
global clock. Although PLACA includes declarative goals that trigger planning, it does not formally specify how plan generation and commitment to plans are handled.
Concurrent METATEM and its BDI-Extensions
A problem with AGENT0 and PLACA is that no formal semantics for agent program execution
is provided. Also, the execution of these languages cannot be said to truly execute the associated
logic. A desirable property of any APL semantics is that it should be strongly coupled to the underlying (BDI) logic. In other words, the program execution semantics should satisfy the underlying
logic. This ensures that these two are compatible with each-other; for instance, if the underlying
theory sanctions that an agent is (physically and mentally) able to perform some action in some
situation, then it is only intuitive that the APL execution semantics agrees with this and that one
could derive that there is a legal transition of the agent program with this action in that situation.
The Concurrent METATEM language proposed by Fisher and Barringer [56], and its extensions
[54, 55] attempt to address these issues.
A Concurrent METATEM system is a collection of concurrently executing objects, whose behavior is specified directly using an executable temporal logic. These objects can communicate
via asynchronous broadcast message passing. Each object is specified using an object-interface
and a set of executable temporal rules. An object-interface identifies the messages that an object
can recognize, together with the messages that it can produce. The temporal rules associated with
the objects form the bulk of a Concurrent METATEM program. These have the following general
form: ‘past and present formula’ ⊃ ‘present and future formula’, and are assumed to hold at all
time-points. In Concurrent METATEM, an object’s specification is directly executed to generate
2

Recall that every action is dated, i.e. has a time-stamp associated with it.
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its behavior. The execution of an object involves iteratively constructing a model from the corresponding temporal formulae, in the presence of input from the program’s environment. Starting
from the initial state, at each step the program rules are consulted to check which of the rules have
antecedents that are satisfied by the partial model constructed so far. The consequents of all such
rules are collected together. These consequents represent constraints on present and future properties of this model, and these along with any outstanding constraints generated in some previous
steps are used to construct the current state. Any outstanding constraints are passed to the next step.
If at any point, a contradiction is generated, the system may backtrack (i.e. undo some actions)
to a previous choice-point and attempt to construct a model for the program in a different way,
giving up indicating an execution failure when no choice-points are remaining. Note that, sources
of non-determinism (i.e. choice-points) include the execution of a rule whose consequent contains
a disjunction or an 3-formula, i.e. the execution of eventual satisfaction of some formula.
To summarize, Concurrent METATEM differs from other languages in that it based on a satisfiability point of view. As mentioned, an advantage of Concurrent METATEM is that in this
framework, the theory and the programming language are strongly coupled. Also, the semantics
of program execution is closely related to the semantics of the associated temporal logic. Thus,
verifying agents’ properties specified in the language is a viable proposition. In [55], Fisher uses
a series of examples to demonstrate that Concurrent METATEM can be used to specify intelligent
objects that exhibit an interesting range of behaviors, which include cooperation and competition,
negotiation, obeying safety and liveness constraints, and so forth. Also it can be used to specify
groups of objects (societies) and hierarchical problem solving objects. Unfortunately, Concurrent
METATEM has some limitations. For instance, recall that building a model may require backtracking; it seems that this is not always possible, e.g., in some domains, the effects of actions may not
be reversible. Also, like satisfiability, it requires complete knowledge.
Recently, Fisher and Ghidini [57] extended Concurrent METATEM by incorporating the notions of belief, ability, and the “motivational” operator confidence. Agents’ beliefs are represented
using a (KD45) multi-context logic [64]. Multi-context logic is a formal framework for modular
representation of (nested) beliefs of multiple agents, and is based on the notion of belief contexts.
A belief context is a representation of a collection of beliefs that an agent ascribes to herself and
to other agents. For example, and agent i may have some beliefs about the world; in addition she
may have some beliefs about another agent j, beliefs about j’s beliefs about another agent k, etc.
In a multi-context logic, each of these sets of beliefs is represented using a distinct formal language, and the interpretation of such a language is local to the belief context it is associated with.
A context structure in a multi-context logic contains an infinite tree (where the root of the tree
represents the belief context of the agent whose belief is under consideration), and allows one to
represent arbitrarily nested beliefs. Although distinct, the contents of different belief contexts can
be related. For instance, an obvious relation is the following: if a sentence of the form P is in the
belief context for i’s beliefs about j (i.e. in the context ij), then a sentence of the form “j believes
that P ” is in the belief context for i. Another relation says that a sentence of the form P is in ij,
only if a sentence of the form “j believes that P ” is in the context i. Depending on the relations
among different contexts, one can model agents having different reasoning capabilities. As we
can see from the above description the key feature of belief-contexts is modularity. Note that, the
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extended Concurrent METATEM incorporates the appropriate relations so that agents’ beliefs are
KD45.
An agent’s abilities are constant over time. The semantics of the ability operator is formalized
using a function r that associates a belief context to a (fixed) set of formulae. Thus, e.g. if r
associates {φ} with the context for agent i, then i has the ability that φ; on the other hand if r
associates {φ, ψ} with the context for agent k’s belief about agent j’s belief about agent i, then k
believes that j beliefs that i has the ability to achieve φ and ψ. Confidence in φ, which is a derived
attitude, is defined as believing that φ will eventually happen (i.e. Bi 3φ). As in the original
Concurrent METATEM, agents are specified using an agent-interface and a set of temporal rules
in this framework. However, rules are now allowed to have modal operators; the rules must be in
normal forms that only allow present and future temporal operators.
The key idea in this framework is that the language provides a mechanism for deriving concrete specification of motivations from more abstract ones. Consider the interaction between the
following temporal goal formulae (in descending order in terms of abstractness): Bi 3φ, Bi 3j φ,
3φ, and φ, that is, the agent i is confident about φ, i is confident about φ and believes that j is responsible for bringing about φ, φ will eventually hold, and φ is currently true, respectively. Fisher
and Ghidini argue that by providing rules that can be used to derive a more concrete goal formula
from one of these abstract goal formulae, we are essentially specifying a rational agent. One such
rule is as follows:
(Bi 3φ ∧ Ai φ) ⊃ 3φ.
This says that, if agent i is confident about φ, and is able to achieve φ, then φ eventually holds.
Another example of this is that an agent may move from ‘confidence’ (i.e. Bi 3φ) to ‘confidence
in another agent’ (i.e. Bi 3j φ, where i 6= j), through deduction or communication. Again, moving
from 3φ to φ is essentially a matter of scheduling.
In this framework, various rules can be tailored and various constraints on Bi can be imposed
to specify realism, strong-realism, and weak-realism properties (see Section 2). Also, rules can be
used to implement sensing actions. Thus, this extension of Concurrent METATEM brings it closer
to other BDI languages. Even more recently, Fisher et al. [59, 58] extended Concurrent METATEM
to include groups of agents and show how agents can be efficiently organized to collectively solve
problems.
One problem with these frameworks is that in these languages, the programmer needs to explicitly specify the behavior of the agents using temporal rules. Thus although verification of agent
properties is relatively straightforward, programming even simple agents puts a heavy burden on
the programmer. The examples in [55] and [57] show this. Also, while it is possible to write
chaining rules (i.e. rules whose consequent fires other rules) in this language, these rules do not
exactly correspond to hierarchically decomposed procedures/plans. Finally, this model of agent
programming is problematic in the sense that although specifying rational actions (or in this case,
rational temporal rules) is left to the programmer, there is nothing to prevent the programmer from
writing inconsistent or non-terminating sets of rules.
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Golog, ConGolog, and IndiGolog
Another style of agent programming is developed in the logic programming-based Golog family
[96, 36, 37]. In Golog, the programmer first declaratively specifies the agent’s knowledge of the
dynamics of the world (i.e. preconditions and effects of actions), and the initial state of the world
in a situation calculus dialect, a first-order language for dynamic domains which incorporates a
solution to the frame problem due to Reiter [126, 127]. Then various Golog constructs, such as
primitive actions, testing for a condition, sequences, non-deterministic branch, loops, etc. are used
to write programs. Given a program and the domain axioms, the interpreter attempts to prove that
the program has a terminating execution starting in the initial situation. A sequence of actions for
executing the program is uniquely identified by the terminating situation. Once an action sequence
is found, the agent executes the program, by executing one action at a time. Thus, Golog redefines
the planning problem of ‘looking for a legal sequence of actions to achieve some goal’ as the
problem of ‘searching for a legal sequence of actions that amount to a legal execution of the highlevel program’. The program can encode search control knowledge.
In contrast to most other logic-based APLs where the agent’s state must be explicitly updated
by the executing program, Golog and its successors employ an automatic state update mechanism
using their background action theory for the domain. Also, unlike other APLs where the designer
specifies the agent’s behavior using some form of rules, Golog has the programmer specify a highlevel non-deterministic program, and the underlying interpreter’s task is to search for an execution
of this program.
ConGolog extends Golog to include concurrency by providing constructs for non-deterministic
iteration, concurrency (with and without priority), and interrupts, which makes it easier to write
reactive programs. ConGolog also replaces the evaluation semantics of Golog with a transition
semantics, since a single-step semantics is better suited for concurrency.
The ConGolog interpreter proves that some branch of the non-deterministic program yields a
terminating state of the program, and thus resolves the non-determinism in an off-line style using
lookahead planning. This offline planning cannot handle dynamically changing worlds too well,
especially when sensing and exogenous actions are involved. For instance, consider the following
program: (a|b); senseq ; if q then ∆1 else ∆2 endIf; φ?, which says that the agent should first nondeterministically choose between a and b and execute it, then sense the truth-value of q, and based
on this value, should execute either ∆1 or ∆2 , terminating successfully if the test φ? succeeds. Note
that, an offline interpreter for this program cannot commit to either a or b in advance, since it does
not know which of these will ensure that φ, and thus cannot use the sensing action to determine
whether q would hold after the action. The only option available to the interpreter is to check if one
of the actions a or b will lead to φ for both values of q. Thus, early occurrences of non-deterministic
choices can result in unacceptable delay. The situation gets even worse when loops are involved.
To deal with this, the language IndiGolog [37] was proposed. In IndiGolog, programs are executed
incrementally to allow for interleaved action, planning, sensing, and exogenous events. Informally,
the semantics of incremental execution is as follows: an incremental execution of a program finds
a next possible action, executes it in the real world, obtains the sensing results afterwards, and
repeats this cycle until the program is finished. Since this makes it possible to quickly execute the
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actions without much deliberation, this approach is suitable for realistic changing worlds. However, since the program may contain non-deterministic choice points, some lookahead mechanism
is required to avoid unsuccessful (dead end) executions. For this reason, a search operator Σ is
introduced in IndiGolog. Intuitively, Σ(prog) selects from all possible transitions of prog one for
which there exists a sequence of further transitions that leads to a terminating configuration. The
IndiGolog interpreter automatically monitors the execution of a plan generated by such a search
block, and re-plans when the current plan fails or is no longer appropriate due to changes in the
environment. IndiGolog also supports a simple form of contingent planning, where the dynamic
environment is modeled as a simple deterministic reactive program [92].
Thus, IndiGolog is a powerful language that is able to handle incomplete knowledge, sensing,
and exogenous actions, and allows the specification of prompt reactive behavior as well as usercontrolled deliberation. Note however that, the standard implementation of IndiGolog makes a
dynamic closed-world assumption, i.e. it assumes that a program has sufficient knowledge to
evaluate a query/test by the time it is evaluated, and if initially the answer to the query is not
known, sensing actions will be executed before the query is made. Thus it is assumed that the online interpreter has complete knowledge of the relevant fluents by the time the query is evaluated.
To avoid this limitation, an extension of the Golog formula evaluator was presented in [176, 175],
where the evaluator keeps track of the possible values that functional fluents can take in a given
history (i.e. a situation along with the sensing results obtained so far). A fluent is said to be known
at some history h iff it has only one possible value at h. Note that this only handles limited forms of
incomplete knowledge, namely, not knowing the value of a fluent; general disjunctive knowledge
is not handled. This work is still at an early stage, and the issue of how to deal with efficient belief
update in the presence of incomplete knowledge is still not completely clear.
FLUX
One disadvantage of IndiGolog and some other logic-based non-BDI languages is that the knowledge of the current state is represented indirectly using histories, i.e. via the initial conditions and
the actions that the agent has performed so far. A consequence of this is that each time the agent
needs to evaluate a condition, she has to consider the entire history of actions and perform regression. Thus these languages do not handle long running agents efficiently. The fluent calculus-based
high-level programming language FLUX (FLUent eXecutor) [162] attempts to solve this problem
using an explicit state representation and progressing it when an action is performed. FLUX incorporates an implementation of the fluent calculus, a language for reasoning about actions. The fluent
calculus provides a basic solution to the frame problem using the concept of state update axioms.
It also addresses a variety of other aspects such as, ramifications, qualifications, nondeterministic
and concurrent actions, continuous change, and noisy sensors and effectors.
A FLUX agent program consists of three parts, namely a background theory that encodes the
agent’s internal model of the environment, a kernel that provides the agent with cognitive abilities
to reason about her actions and acquired sensor data, and a strategy that specifies the agent’s task
oriented behavior. The types of incomplete knowledge FLUX can encode are restricted. The
underlying inference engine of FLUX is sound but incomplete. However, it can be shown that
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reasoning in FLUX is linear in the size of the internal state representation. Thus FLUX scales up
well to long-term control. FLUX allows the use of full expressive power of logic programming in
defining strategies. It also facilitates formal proofs of correctness of strategies.
MINERVA
The MINERVA agent programming language [87, 88] utilizes logic programming and several nonmonotonic knowledge representation and reasoning mechanisms to provide a common multiagent
framework. A MINERVA agent consists of several specialized concurrently running sub-agents
performing various tasks. These agents can read and manipulate a common knowledge base specified in the Multi-dimensional Dynamic Logic Programming language (MDLP). In MINERVA,
agents are driven by an observation-deliberation-action cycle. The behavior of these agents is
specified in the Knowledge and Behavior Update Language (KABUL).
MDLP provides an extension of Answer Set Programming (ASP). In MDLP, an agent’s knowledge is represented using logic programs arranged in an acyclic digraph, in which the vertices
are sets of logic programs, and edges represent the relationship between these programs. MDLP
benefits from the advantages of ASP, such as default negation, which can be used to deal with
incomplete knowledge. Also, it can be used to represent the evolution of knowledge, and preferences.
KABUL is a logic programming language that can be used to specify updates to knowledge
bases, and to the KABUL program itself. A KABUL program consists of a set of condition-action
rules that encode the agent’s behavior. Since actions in KABUL can update both the knowledge
base represented in MDLP and the KABUL program itself, it can be used to specify agents that
change their behavior over time. Conditions in these rules can refer to external observations,
the epistemic state of the agent, as well as to occurrences of exogenous actions. Since no external
stimuli are needed to trigger the behavior of the agent, KABUL can be used to specify both reactive
and proactive behavior.
Other Logic-Based APLs
There has been work on various other logic-based APLs. Those that gained some popularity include APRIL [101], the deontic logic-based IMPACT [42, 43], the dynamic logic-based Dylog
[4], the linear logic-based εhhf [38], the ambient calculus-based CLAIM [140], the Horn Clauses
and Least Herbrand Models based DALI [32], and ReSpecT [112]. Surveys of some of these
languages can be found in [99, 8, 9]. In the next section, we discuss some of the reactive plan
execution languages.
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4.2

Reactive Plan Execution Languages

AgentSpeak and its Variants and Implementations (Jason, JACK, Jadex)
As discussed in Section 2, there has been much work on agent theories, and current theories are
quite mature and well established. However, there is a large gap between agent theories and BDI
APLs.3 In [122], Rao introduced the AgentSpeak(L) language as an attempt to show a one-toone correspondence between the model theory, proof theory, and the abstract interpreter of this
language. Here, model theory, proof theory, and abstract interpreter refers to the underlying BDI
theory, the formal semantics of the programming language (often specified using a transition semantics, as discussed below), and the implemented interpreter for the language, respectively. Rao
argues that there is a better chance of unifying theory and practice by taking a simple specification
language as the execution model of an agent, and then ascribing mental attitudes to this agent. To
this end, he used the Procedural Reasoning System (PRS) and its more recent incarnation the distributed Multi-Agent Reasoning System (dMARS) [80] as a starting point for the AgentSpeak(L)
implemented system. To establish the link between agent theories and APLs, it is necessary to
have a way of deriving the formal semantics of program execution from the underlying agent
logic. To do this, Rao first defined program states of an APL using agent configurations. An agent
configuration consists of a sentential description of an agent’s beliefs and her motivational states,
derived from associated components of the underlying agent theory. Intentions in a configuration
is represented procedurally as in PRS. He then defined program execution or agent behavior as
transitions from configuration to configuration. These transitions are guided by a set of transition
rules (A.K.A. proof rules), which specify how an agent configuration and its components may
change as a result of executing an action, and what actions can be executed. AgentSpeak(L) is
based on reactive plan execution architectures, where rather than deliberating on which action to
execute next, the agents utilize the changes in the environment to decide which given hierarchical
plan should be adopted, and how to decompose and execute this hierarchical plan.
An AgentSpeak(L) agent consists of a belief-base, a set of plans, and a set of intentions. When
an agent acquires a new goal, or notices a change in her environment, she may trigger additions
or deletions to her goals or beliefs. These events are referred as triggering events. Agents in
this framework respond to triggering events. Plans in AgentSpeak(L) are rules of the form: (e :
cc ← p). Intuitively, this says that in response to the event e, the agent should adopt the planbody/intention that p, provided that the context condition cc follows from her belief. The plan-body
can be built using sequences of goals and actions. Goals in AgentSpeak(L) are of two types, namely
achievement goals, and test goals. Achievement goals are an abstraction mechanism, and serve
the same purpose as procedure calls in imperative programming. In other words, the execution
of an achievement goal triggers an event, and as a result, the agent adopts the appropriate plan
as her intention, just as the execution of a procedure in imperative programming amounts to the
execution of the procedure body. These plans may in turn include achievement goals in them, and
3

Here, BDI APLs refers to APLs that incorporate concepts such as beliefs, desires, goals, and intentions. Also,
note that the original proposal of Concurrent METATEM, the Golog family, and many other declarative APLs are
tightly coupled to the associated logic/theory. However, most of these languages are not per se typical BDI-languages.
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in that case when executed, they will trigger the adoption of other plans. Thus achievement goals
and plans together provide a mechanism for event-invoked hierarchical decomposition of goals.
AgentSpeak(L) also uses these plans to revise agents’ beliefs and goals by generating primitive
addition/deletion events. Test goals involve testing the belief-base and may be used to compute
variable bindings. Intentions in AgentSpeak(L) are stacks of partially instantiated plans. At any
time, the agent may have multiple intentions. Initially, each of these intention stacks contain only
one element, namely, the plan that was adopted in response to an external event (i.e. due to a
change in the external environment). The execution of these intentions may involve executing an
achievement goal, which triggers the adoption of new intentions. In that case, this new intention is
pushed on top of the intention stack that triggered the adoption of this intention.
The overall control flow of the system is determined by the AgentSpeak(L) interpreter, and
goes as follows. The interpreter uses a given selection function SE to determine which pending
event to process next. Then it computes the relevant plans by checking the plans whose associated
event matches (i.e. can be unified) with this event. From these plans, it then computes the set of
applicable plans by checking whether an instance of the context condition follows from the agent’s
beliefs. Another selection function SO is used by the interpreter to choose one of the applicable
plans, and this plan is then added to the intention base. The interpreter uses a third selection
function SI to decide which of these intentions should be executed next. As discussed above,
these adopted intentions can in turn post so called internal events. Internal events are processed
similarly to regular or external events. However, rather than adding the selected applicable plan to
the intention base, it is now pushed on top of the intention-stack that posted this event. Only the
plans that are on top of an intention stack are considered for execution, and only one of them are
executed in each cycle.
For instance, suppose that an agent has the following plans in her plan-base:
+!φ1 : true ←!ψa ; a1 ; a2 ,
+!ψa : true ← a3 ; a4 .
Here + and !φ refers to an addition event and an achievement goal φ, respectively. The first plan
says that in response to the event where the agent acquires the goal to achieve φ1 , she should
adopt the plan to achieve the goal ψa first, and then execute the primitive action a1 followed by
a2 . Similarly, the second plan says that in response to the event where the agent acquires the
goal to achieve ψa , she should adopt the plan to execute the primitive action a3 followed by a4 . For
simplicity, we assume that both of these rules have a true context condition. Now, suppose that the
agent acquires the goal to achieve φ1 through some external event (such as, via a request action),
and that SE chooses to process this event next. Since the first rule’s trigger condition matches
(unifies) with this event, the context condition trivially follows, and there is only one applicable
rule (i.e. SO returns this plan), she will adopt this plan as her intention. Thus, a new intention
[+!φ1 : true ←!ψa ; a1 ; a2 ] will be added to her intention base (lets call this intention i1 ). Similarly,
each time she acquires an intention due to an external event, a new intention will be added to the
intention-base. Now, suppose that SI chooses to execute i1 . Since executing the first action of i1
involves executing the achievement goal ψa , it will generate the event that +!ψa , and this event
will be added to the event queue. In the next cycle, suppose that SE chooses to process the event
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+!ψa . In response to this event and after unifying the trigger condition and verifying the context
condition, the agent will adopt the intention that [+!ψa : true ← a3 ; a4 ], since there is only one
applicable rule. But, since this event was generated due to the execution of another intention,
namely p1 , it will be pushed on top of the stack for p1 rather than being added as a new intention.
Recall that, when deciding on which intention to execute next, only the plans that are on top of
the intention stack are considered. This ensures that the agent will execute a3 ; a4 before executing
a1 ; a2 .
An AgentSpeak(L) agent is specified by a tuple hE, B, P, I, A, SE , SO , SI i, where E is a set of
possible events, B is a set of possible base beliefs (defined using a ground set of atoms), P is a set
of possible plans, I is a set of possible intentions, A is a set of actions (denoting the possible set of
actions that the agent has performed so far), and SE , SO , and SI are the three selection functions.
An AgentSpeak(L) agent can have a number of executions defined in terms of the configurations
reachable from the initial configuration. A BDI configuration is a tuple of hEi , Bi , Ii , Ai , ii, where
Ei ⊆ E, Bi ⊆ B, Ii ⊆ I, Ai ⊆ A, and i is the label of the configuration. Note that, an agent’s
plans are considered to be static, and thus are not included in a configuration. The semantics of
the AgentSpeak(L) programming language is defined using a labeled BDI transition system that
specifies how agents can evolve from one configuration to another. A BDI transition system is a
pair hΓ, `i, where Γ is a set of BDI configurations, and ` is a binary transition relation Γ×Γ defined
using a set of proof (transition) rules. A BDI derivation/execution is defined to be a (possibly
infinite) sequence of BDI configurations γ0 , γ1 , · · · , γi , · · · such that for all i, γi ∈ Γ, γ0 is the
initial configuration, and for any consecutive pair of configurations (γj , γj+1 ), γj ` γj+1 . For the
AgentSpeak(L) programming logic, the notion of ‘refutation’ is defined in terms of an intention:
it starts when the agent adopts an intention, and ends when her intention stack becomes empty.
Rao argued that this programming logic can be used to formally prove certain properties about
an agent’s behavior, such as safety and liveness of the agent system. Also, there is an one-to-one
correspondence between the AgentSpeak(L) interpreter and AgentSpeak(L) transition rules.
Since Rao’s original proposal [122], other researchers have proposed various extensions and
implementations of the AgentSpeak(L) language. In [40], d’Inverno and Luck use the Z specification language to formally specify a complete abstract interpreter for AgentSpeak(L) similar to
that given to dMARS [39]. In [107], the operational semantics of AgentSpeak(L) is specified using a more standard Plotkin-style structural approach [118]. The three major implementations of
AgentSpeak(L) include JACK [74], Jason [12, 9], and Jadex [18, 120]. In the following, we briefly
discuss these, and also point out the extensions provided by these implementations.
The Java Agent Compiler and Kernel (JACK) Intelligent AgentsTM framework [74] is a commercial agent-oriented programming tool developed by Agent-Oriented Software Pty. Ltd. Unlike
Jason and Jadex, JACK does not provide a logic-based language to specify agents’ beliefs and
intentions; rather, it uses an extension of Java to implement some features of the underlying logic,
such as logical variables, events, beliefs, and plans. One of the design goals of JACK was to provide developers with a robust, stable, light-weight product that can be used to develop components
of larger environments, such as legacy software systems. To this end, JACK provides three extensions of Java. It extends the Java syntax to include BDI-related keywords, declaration of attributes,
and statements. It provides a compiler that compiles these BDI syntactic additions into pure Java
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classes that can be used by other ordinary Java code. Finally, it incorporates a set of kernel classes
that provide the required runtime support to the generated code.
From a functionality point of view, JACK incorporates six components, namely, agent, capability, belief-set, view, event, and plan. The agent construct defines the behavior of an agent by
including the capabilities an agent has, the types of events she responds to, and the plans she uses to
achieve her goals. The capability concept structures the reasoning capabilities of agents into clusters. Capabilities are built up from events, beliefs, plans, Java code, etc. They simplify agent design
by allowing code reuse and encapsulate agent functionality. This allows the agent architect to build
up a library of capabilities over time, and create an agent promptly by simply plugging in the required capabilities. JACK uses a generic relational model to represent the agents’ beliefs. A beliefset consists of relations of the following form: relationN ame(key1 , key2 , · · · , data1 , data2 , · · ·).
Each relation can be identified by the relation name and any number of keys. The data fields are
used to encode the attributes of a relation. Elements of a belief-set can be retrieved using unification as in Prolog. The view construct is central to JACK’s data modeling capability. It is built up
from multiple belief-sets or arbitrary Java data structures, and allows general purpose queries to be
made about an underlying data model. Events and plans are similar to AgentSpeak(L).
On top of these architecture independent facilities, JACK provides a set of plug-in components that address the requirements for specific agent architectures. Currently it supports two such
plug-ins, namely a PRS/dMARS-based BDI interpreter, and a plug-in for building teams of agents,
called SimpleTeam. The underlying concept behind SimpleTeam is that it allows the programmer
to specify a high-level view of the coordinated behavior of a team, and then map this high-level
view to the individual activities of the participating agents. JACK also include a graphical agent development environment, a debugger, and an object modeling toolkit to support object transport and
interaction with existing applications in Java and C++. JACK has been used to develop commercial
applications, such as decision support and defense simulation for analysis applications.
Recently, Bordini and Hübner developed a Java-based open source practical interpreter for
AgentSpeak(L) called Jason [12, 9], that incorporates an extension of the AgentSpeak(L) semantics
to support speech-act based inter-agent communication [108]. To allow for both closed-world
and open-world belief-bases, Jason also allows the use of strong negation in beliefs and plans of
agents. Jason also has provision for handling plan failure. This is done by generating a “deletion
of goal” event when some action fails (or when some sub-goal fails as a result of the absence of an
applicable plan for achieving that sub-goal), and then handling that goal deletion event by searching
for an applicable plan in the rule library, eventually executing one of these plans. However, for this
to work properly, the user must define appropriate responses to various plan failures. In case no
such plans are defined, the Jason interpreter just drops the intention altogether. In Jason, it is
possible to design plan failure handling rules in a way so that plan failure is propagated up the
intention stack. To do this, Jason provides some special actions called internal actions. Internal
actions only change an agent’s mental states and have no effect on the world. These actions can
be used both in the context and the body of plans. For instance, if the designer under certain
conditions wants to propagate a plan failure up the intention stack, he/she can write a plan failure
handling rule whose context condition encodes these conditions, and whose body has an internal
action that removes the appropriate intentions.
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In [7], Bordini et al. aim to provide a more practical programming language by specifying
various selection functions of AgentSpeak(L). In particular, they provide specifications of relations
between plans and quantitative criteria (such as the quality, duration, and cost of plans, and the
deadlines specified for them) for their execution, and then use efficient decision-theoretic task
scheduling to automatically guide the choices made by an agent’s intention selection function.
The design of the Jason APL allows atomic formulae and plans to have annotations [179, 108]
which can be used by various user-defined selection functions.4 For instance, annotations within
the belief base can be used to register the source of the associated information, and can later be
utilized by the (user-defined) belief update function. Annotations in action expressions can be
used to implement sophisticated applicable plan selection and efficient decision theoretic intention
selection functions. Another interesting feature of Jason is that it can be easily configured to run
on various hosts. This is done using an agent communication infrastructure called SACI [75].
Another implemented agent programming framework is the Jadex software framework [18,
120]. Jadex is implemented as an agent reasoning layer that sits on top of the middleware agent
infrastructure JADE [6]. The reasoning engine of Jadex is similar to that of AgentSpeak(L). Jadex
utilizes both declarative and procedural approaches to define various components of an agent. It
uses Java to procedurally define plan bodies (i.e. actions), and the XML language to declaratively
define all other mental attitudes. While Jadex provides a semantics for declarative goals (as discussed in the next section), the current implementation does not utilize these goals. The Jadex
toolkit comes with a graphical debugger and various other tools to help the application developer.
Jadex has been used in various applications such as simulation, scheduling, and mobile computing.
Bordini and Moreira [13] use the transition semantics in [107] to prove various BDI properties
of AgentSpeak(L) agents, including the intention-belief inconsistency principle. There has also
been some work on automatic verification of AgentSpeak(L)-like programs. In [14, 10, 11], Bordini et al. introduce a toolkit called CASP which can be used to translate a simplified version of
AgentSpeak(L) into the input language of existing model checkers for linear temporal logic, such
as SPIN [73] and JPF2 [180].
An Abstract Agent Programming Language (3APL)
Another major PRS-based agent programming language that can be found in the literature is An
Abstract Agent Programming Language (3APL) [70]. Like AgentSpeak(L), 3APL utilizes a procedural notion of goals/intentions, and specifies a static set of rules, now called Practical Reasoning
rules or PR-rules, which operate on these goals. However, 3APL differs from AgentSpeak(L) in
various ways and we discuss these differences below.
3APL incorporates the notion of basic actions, which are used to specify agents’ basic capabilities. These actions are viewed as application dependent mental state transformers in that these
change agents’ beliefs. The specification of belief updates associated with a basic action is formally represented using a partial function T that returns the result of updating a belief base by
performing an action. Note that T is a partial function, since the action may not be executable in
4

However, these sophisticated selection functions are not yet provided with the current distribution of Jason.
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some belief states. In contrast, recall that in AgentSpeak(L) one uses rules to update beliefs by
generating a primitive addition/deletion event which triggers some update rules (treated like any
other plan).
A 3APL agent consists of a belief-base, a goal-base, and a set of rules. While AgentSpeak(L)
agents respond to events, 3APL agents respond to goals in their evolving goal-base. The concept
of event is missing from 3APL. 3APL rules are triggered by conditions on the goals and beliefbases, rather than events. If an agent has reacted to some new goal or belief, she should memorize
it so that the relevant rule won’t fire twice. In [69], it has been shown that 3APL can bi-simulate
AgentSpeak(L).5 In response to a goal in the goal-base, a 3APL agent searches for a rule whose
trigger condition can be unified with this goal, and whose context-condition follows from her
beliefs. The agent then replaces the goal in the goal-base with the body of one such rule. Thus, the
agent’s goal-base in 3APL evolves over time and works like the intention-base in AgentSpeak(L).
3APL provides a richer set of rules than AgentSpeak(L). Also, the plan-body of a rule can now
be constructed using various imperative programming constructs, rather than only using sequences
as in AgentSpeak(L). PR-rules can be classified into four types, namely, failure rules, reactive
rules, plan rules, and optimization rules. The roles of these rules are as suggested by their names.
A typical failure or optimization rule is of the form πh ← φ | πb , where π (possibly with subscripts)
denotes a plan/program. This says that if πh is part of the agent’s plan, and she believes that φ,
then this plan should be replaced by πb . Note that failure rules with empty bodies can be used to
drop a goal (plan). Reactive rules are rules with an empty head (i.e. of the form ← φ | π), and
states that whenever the agent believes that φ, it should adopt the plan/goal that π. These rules
−
→
are used to create new goals. Finally, a plan rule is of the form G( t ) ← φ | π, and states that
−
→
when the agent believes that φ, one way of achieving the (atomic) goal G( t ) is π. In addition to
facilitating planning for simple achievement goals, these rules in some sense provides a mechanism
for revision and monitoring of goals.
Thus, a 3APL agent is a tuple hΠ, σ, Γi, where Π is a possible goal-base, σ is a possible
belief-base, and Γ is a possible PR-base. The operational semantics of 3APL is provided using a
transition semantics. 3APL provides two sets of transition rules, one for specifying the execution
of individual plans, and another for specifying the execution of an agent. Plan-level execution
rules define what it means to execute a single goal, and include rules for executing basic actions,
test goals, sequential goals, non-deterministic choice, and application of PR-rules. Agent-level
execution rules, which are defined in terms of these plan-level execution rules, specify what it
means for an agent to execute multiple goals in parallel. The overall semantics of 3APL is defined
in terms of computations. A computation is a finite or infinite sequence of mental states such that
the first mental state in this sequence is the initial mental state of the agent, and the successive
mental states can be derived using the agent-level transitions.
Another novel feature of 3APL is that it separates the semantic specifications for the agent language, and its control structure, by introducing a distinction between an object-level and meta-level
semantics. The control structure at the meta-level specifies which goals should be executed and
5

The underlying idea for this involves the generation of an event-queue from the goal-base, and the creation of an
intention-base from the goal-base and rule-base. However, this technique does not cover the deletion of goal events,
and the addition and deletion of belief events (i.e. it only handles the addition of goal events).
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which rules should be applied next. To this end, 3APL introduces a meta-language that includes
some meta-actions and a meta-level transition system. To determine which goals (rules) should be
executed (applied, respectively) next, the meta-language assumes that there is a fixed user-defined
ordering on goals (rules, respectively). The transitions of the meta-actions are derived in terms of
the object-level transitions. For instance, if there is a rule in the object-level transition system that
says that a goal g is executable, then a meta-level transition rule selects g for execution provided
that g is maximal w.r.t. the ordering on the set of all goals. The overall control structure of 3APL
is a specialization of the update-act cycle. In the planning/application phase, the ordering on rules
and goals is used to determine the strongest applicable reactive, plan, or optimization rule, and
if there is such a rule, it is then applied to the agent’s plan. After this, in the filtering phase, the
controller uses the ordering on goals to choose a goal, searches for failure rules applicable on that
goal, and applies all such rules. Finally, in the execution phase, it executes a single step of the chosen goal, provided that the first action of the chosen goal is executable. While AgentSpeak(L) has
a similar control mechanism provided via the three selection functions SE , SO , and SI , the major
difference is that (the original proposal of) AgentSpeak(L) [122] does not handle plan failure, and
thus the filtering phase of 3APL is omitted from AgentSpeak(L).

5

Declarative Goals in Agent Programs

As mentioned, an important concept in the context of agent programming is that of declarative
goals. We start our discussion on declarative goals by pointing out the differences in expressiveness
between declarative and procedural goals, and the advantages of incorporating these goals in APLs.
5.1

Advantages of Declarative Goals

Declarative goals in agent programs are necessary for a variety of reasons. The major difference
between declarative and procedural goals lies in the way they express an agent’s degree of commitment towards a goal. Being committed to a procedural goal amounts to nothing more than being
committed to a plan, i.e. to execute a (possibly infinite) sequence of actions that the procedural
goal can be decomposed to. On the other hand, being committed to a declarative goal is much
more expressive, and it amounts to being committed to one of all possible plans that achieve the
goal. Thus, the difference between them can be viewed as commitment towards some means to an
end vs. commitment towards an end. For a static environment, where the agent programmer has a
complete model of the world and knows about all possible exogenous actions in advance, it may
be possible for him/her to specify an extensive set of hierarchical rules that covers all the ways to
achieve some goal (like a policy). However, this may require much effort; also this becomes even
harder when the agent designer only has partial knowledge about the domain, and cannot predict
all possible interruptions (generally a fixed utility function is assumed). Also, from a technical
point of view, procedural goals have limited expressiveness. Procedural goals cannot be combined
using logical operators. For instance, even if the agent programmer specifies two procedures for
achieving two separate goals P and Q, he/she needs to write a third procedure for the conjunctive
goal (P ∧ Q).
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Motivations for declarative goals in agent programs can be roughly classified into two categories, namely theoretical and practical motivations. From a theoretical point of view, it has been
argued that declarative goals are required in order to bridge the gap between agent theories and
APLs [71, 185, 171]. The reason for this is that in agent theories, goals are declarative concepts,
and thus the incorporation of these goals is viewed as a necessary prerequisite for bridging this
gap. From a practical perspective, various advantages of declarative goals have been pointed out
in the literature. In the following, we discuss these advantages.
One reason for using declarative goals is to decouple plan execution and goal achievement.
A declarative (achievement) goal represents a state that is to be reached. Declarative goals can
be used to decide whether a plan was successful in achieving the associated goal or not. The
successful execution of a plan does not necessarily indicate the successful achievement of a goal.
Also, failure to execute a plan does not mean that the goal can’t be achieved, since there might
be another way of achieving the goal, one that is not described by the procedural goal. For instance, consider the following example of a hungry cat (from [185]). Initially, the cat knows
that some food has been left on the table, and has the goal of reaching the food. If we are
using a procedural representation of goals, one way to define this goal is using the cat’s plan
that leapOnChair(chair); f romChairJumpT oT able(chair, table), i.e. it should first jump on a
chair that is close to the table, and then jump from the chair to the table, where the food is located.
Suppose, with this goal in mind, the cat leaps on to the chair. At this point, a nearby human, realizing the cat’s intention, moves the chair further away from the table. Thus, since the second action
is no longer executable, the cat’s plan has failed, and since we are using a procedural definition
of goal, the cat’s goal has also failed. Note that, by using only procedural goals, the reason for
performing the plan is lost. On the other hand, if we were using a declarative definition of goals,
we can use N extT o(Cat, F ood) as the goal. In that case, even though the cat’s plan fails, it can
try to plan again using this goal. Consider another example in the same domain: suppose that the
cat was successful in jumping on to the table. Note that, this does not necessarily mean that it
was successful in reaching food, since somebody might have removed all the food from the table.
These examples illustrate that the success and failure of a plan do not tell us much about the success or failure of the associated goal. Once again, this is especially true in dynamic environments
where unexpected events may occur, and it is impossible for the designer to predict all possible
interruptions caused by exogenous actions.
Declarative goals can also be used to detect fortuitous achievement of goals. For instance,
suppose that some food was left on the chair. So after leaping onto the chair, the cat can detect this,
and since its goal to reach the food has been achieved, it can drop the plan to jump to the table. Now,
consider why an APL that does not incorporate declarative goals, such as 3APL, cannot detect this.
Recall that in 3APL, the agent programmer specifies rules that can be triggered due to the presence
of procedural goals in the goal-base. Then the procedural goal is decomposed to/replaced with
the rule-body, and eventually executed to achieve the goal. Suppose that the programmer only has
partial knowledge about the cat’s environment, and wrote the following rule that can be used to
achieve the cat’s goal:
goN extT oF ood(Cat) ← true | leapOnChair(Chair); f romChairJumpT oT able(Chair, T able).

Assume that the programmer does not know that unusual situations such as one where food is left
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on the chair can occur. In response to the procedural goal goN extT oF ood(Cat) in the goal-base,
the cat will adopt the plan leapOnChair(Chair); f romChairJumpT oT able(Chair, T able). After executing the first action, the cat is on the chair. However, although food is at its current location, the 3APL-cat not knowing that the state that needs to be reached (i.e. N extT o(Cat, F ood))
has been reached, will not drop the goal of jumping to the table. Thus, if goals are defined procedurally, the cat still has the plan to jump on the table even though its goal has been satisfied. Note
that, while a 3APL PR-rule of the form (δ ← φ | nil), which says that if the agent believes that φ
and has the plan that δ, then she should give up this plan, can be used to detect this, it involves the
use of a declarative goal φ in the context condition. Also, in order to do this, the agent programmer
needs to specify an extensive set of such rules. The reason for this is that an exogenous action
could occur at any stage during the execution of the plan, and thus the dropping of the current plan
due to early achievement of the associated goal should be considered for all possible configurations of the plan. For instance, even for a simple plan a1 ; a2 ; a3 that includes three primitive actions
in sequence, the programmer needs to specify the three following rules: (a1 ; a2 ; a3 ← φ | nil),
(a2 ; a3 ← φ | nil), and (a3 ← φ | nil).
Another important motivation for using declarative goals is communication. While an agent
can delegate a procedural goal to another agent, she is required to plan for the goal before she
can delegate it. Moreover, the requester may not know how to achieve the goal. Thus the use
of declarative goals allows distribution of both computation and knowledge, in the sense that the
requesting agent need not plan for all of her goals. Declarative goals are also necessary for reasoned
responses to communication. For instance, to determine if an agent should adopt a request to
achieve a goal, she must know whether this requested goal conflicts with her own goals. Moreover,
even if this requested goal conflicts with one of her plans, she (being a very helpful agent) might
still decide to adopt it provided that it does not conflict with the associated declarative goal.
Declarative goals are essential for rational behavior. In addition to allowing an agent to plan
from scratch when all her plans in the plan library have failed, declarative goals facilitate reasoning
about interferences among goals. An agent may have two conflicting goals in the goal base. To
decide which goal to achieve, it can do some reasoning with these declarative goals to find out
which of these is more important to the agent.
5.2

Issues in Agent Programming Languages with Declarative Goals

As mentioned earlier, recently there has been some work on APLs with declarative goals. Before
going over these frameworks, we briefly discuss the common issues in APLs with declarative goals.
One issue in APLs with declarative goals concerns the type of goals handled by an APL. Most
APLs use achievement goals as the only type of goals. Achievement goals refer to a goal that needs
to be achieved once. Some APLs also allow the use of other types of goals, e.g. maintenance goals
and perform goals (i.e. a goal to execute some actions). Some also allow the use of inconsistent
goal bases (e.g. GOAL [71], Dribble [174]). They assume that two inconsistent achievement
goals need to be achieved at different times. Thus, although in these frameworks the goal-base
can be inconsistent, the adopted declarative goals (i.e. intentions) must be consistent with eachother. Note that, the need for such inconsistent goal-bases arises from the fact that these APLs take
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goals to be state formulae, rather than general temporal formulae. For instance, if an agent has
two inconsistent achievement goals φ and ¬φ, the agent’s goal state could be represented by the
temporal formula 3φ ∧ 3¬φ, i.e. the goal to eventually achieve φ and to eventually achieve ¬φ,
which is consistent. One exception to this is [135], that defines a goal as a path formula; however it
does not deal with the dynamics of declarative goals. Some frameworks model goals with different
priorities (e.g. [135]).
Another issue concerns the representation of declarative goals and intentions. In other words,
how can one incorporate these goals as a part of the programming language, and what features of
these goals are included in the framework. Most APLs keep declarative goals and procedural plans
in two separate databases. They then use these goals to trigger some AgentSpeak(L) or 3APL-like
rules. Other frameworks treat declarative goals as individual and active components that manage
their own state and post events as required (e.g. Jadex [19]). These events are then handled by
AgentSpeak(L)-like agents. These frameworks also define the life-cycle of these goals explicitly.
A third issue concerns the consistency of intentions. Two intended goals can be conflicting in
various ways, such as:
• A goal can be directly inconsistent with another goal. In that case, all the plans for achieving
that goal conflicts with all of the plans to achieve the other goal.
• A goal can be inconsistent with some of the plans to achieve another goal, and not others.
In that case, any plan to achieve the first goal is in conflict with some of the plans to achieve
the second.
• Two goals may be mutually consistent. However, it may be the case that some of the plans
to achieve one goal are inconsistent with some of the plans to achieve the other.
Thus, while selecting a plan to achieve a goal, the agent must check that only consistent plans
are selected. This ensures that the agent will not commit to and execute a plan that makes one of
her goals impossible to achieve. Unfortunately, in most APLs with declarative goals, there is no
requirement that a declarative goal be consistent with a procedural goal, i.e. plan. The fact that
these APLs maintain intended goals and plans in two separate databases makes it even harder to
ensure this consistency. In fact, to the best of our knowledge, no APL in the literature handles
these issues.
A fourth issue involves the representation of means-ends relationship between goals and subgoals or plans adopted to achieve these goals, i.e. how these frameworks capture the dependency
between sub-goals and their parent-goals. Recall that, PRS-based agents adopt plans in response
to procedural goals. Similarly, in PRS-based declarative goal oriented APLs, agents adopt plans
in response to declarative goals in the goal-base. These plans may in turn involve the achievement
of other declarative (sub)goals that may trigger the adoption of other plans. Note that, the only
reason the agent intends any of these sub-goals and plans is due to her commitment towards the
parent goal. In other words, the agent’s commitments towards these sub-goals can be viewed
as conditional intentions, (implicitly) conditioned on intending the super-goal. Thus, if in any
situation the agent drops the super-goal, she should also drop all these sub-goals. Most APLs do
not model this dependency, and thus fail to give up sub-goals or plans when the associated goal is
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dropped. The ones that do, share a similar underlying technique: they introduce some construct
in the language that captures the fact that a sub-goal was adopted to achieve a goal (and a subsub-goal was adopted to achieve the sub-goal, etc.). Then, when the goal is dropped, they use
this information to drop all such sub-goals (and the sub-sub-goals etc., if any). For instance, GD3APL [34] attaches a declarative goal with each intended plan, and this information can be used
to abandon plans when necessary. However, no mechanism is provided to use this information to
effect the appropriate goal contraction. CAN [185] includes a procedural construct that includes
both the associated declarative goal and its failure condition with an adopted plan.
Another issue concerns how these declarative goals are used by these frameworks, i.e. which
of the aforementioned advantages of declarative goals are realized. As mentioned earlier, the literature identifies three major uses of declarative goals: selecting plans using these goals, decoupling
plan success/failure from goal success/failure, and planning for goals on-the-fly.
In the following, we discuss in more detail various declarative goal-oriented APLs found in the
literature.
5.3

Declarative Goal Oriented Languages

GOAL
The programming language Goal Oriented Agent Language (GOAL) [71] can be identified as one
of the firsts to attempt to incorporate declarative goals in agent programming languages. Like
3APL, GOAL integrates theory and programming in a single framework by providing both an
agent programming framework and a programming logic, the later derived from the operational
semantics of the former. Thus statements proven in the logic concern properties of agents specified
in the programming language. Unfortunately, GOAL does not take most of the advantages of
declarative goals (as discussed in Section 5.1) into account, and only uses declarative goals to
select plans.
A GOAL agent keeps a propositional belief-base and a declarative goal-base. To consider
the possibility of mutually inconsistent goals (to be achieved at different time steps), the goalbase is allowed to be inconsistent. However, individual goals need to be consistent, and believed
propositions cannot be in the goal-base. An agent’s goals are then defined to be the formulae that
are entailed by an entry in the goal-base, rather than those that are entailed by the entire goal-base.
The reason for doing this is that, since the agent can have mutually inconsistent goals, defining
goals using the later can trivialize the logic. Thus agents’ goals are modeled using a weak logic
that does not include the K axiom, and as a result, goals do not distribute over implication, and
two goals cannot be conjoined to form another goal. Note that, this formalization of goals is very
“syntactic” and can only handle achievement goals.
A central idea in GOAL is that of conditional actions. These actions are used to help agents
decide what actions to perform next, and thus can be viewed as very simple action selection rules.
Intuitively, a conditional action φ → do(a) states that the agent may consider executing the basic
action a if the mental state condition φ holds. Basic actions are defined similarly as in 3APL, i.e.
using a (unspecified) partial function on the belief-base. Also, two special actions adopt and drop
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are introduced to respectively adopt a new goal, or drop some old goals. The semantics of adopt,
drop, and conditional actions are specified in terms of the semantics of basic actions. GOAL adopts
a simple blind commitment strategy [26]. The authors argue that this is just a default strategy, and
that conditional actions (with a drop in the consequence) can be used to override this commitment
strategy. However, it is not obvious how any other strategies can be adopted. E.g., say one wants
to specify a commitment strategy that enables an agent to give up her goals when they become
impossible to achieve. Without a temporal component built into the goal semantics, this is clearly
impossible to express.
A GOAL agent is thus defined to be a tuple hΠ, Σ0 , Γ0 i consisting of a set of conditional
actions Π and an initial mental state hΣ0 , Γ0 i, where Σ0 is the initial belief-base and Γ0 is the
initial goal-base. While AgentSpeak(L) and 3APL agents search for applicable rules and execute
intended actions at every step, a GOAL agent searches for an appropriate conditional action. Since
a conditional action associates a basic (primitive) action with a mental condition, the deliberation
mechanism of GOAL is indeed a very primitive one. The overall operational semantics of GOAL
agents is given using traces, which are infinite sequences of consecutive mental states interleaved
with scheduled conditional actions, where the first state of each of the traces is the agent’s initial
mental state.
The specification for basic actions provides the basis for the programming logic of GOAL.
Actions are specified using Hoare triples of the form {φ} a {ψ}, where φ and ψ are mental state
formulae. Hoare triples for conditional actions are interpreted relative to the set of traces associated
with the GOAL agent, and a time-point in these traces. These user-defined Hoare triples are used to
specify preconditions, post-conditions, and frame conditions of actions. On top of the Hoare triples
for specifying actions, a temporal logic is defined for specifying properties of GOAL agents. One
can then express various liveness and safety properties of an agent A by considering the temporal
formulae that are valid with respect to the set of traces SA associated with A. It can be shown
that such properties are equivalent to a set of Hoare triples. Thus the properties can be proven by
showing that the Hoare triples are entailed by the specifications of the actions that appear in the
program. Thus it is very straightforward to verify the properties of agents in GOAL.
Note that, a rich notion of action structure is missing in the GOAL programming language. All
one has is simple condition-action rules. Moreover, the only deliberation and planning mechanism
in GOAL is provided via conditional actions that allow the agents to select primitive actions based
on their mental states.
Dribble
Unlike GOAL, Dribble [174] incorporates a procedural motivation component (i.e. plans) in the
language. In particular, Dribble takes 3APL’s [70] mechanism for creating and modifying plans
during the execution of the agents, and GOAL’s facility for using declarative goals for selecting
actions into account, and combines these in a single framework. Thus, Dribble uses declarative
goals to allow agents to select and modify plans when required. Moreover, as in GOAL, Dribble
also includes a dynamic logic on top of its operational semantics to specify and verify properties
of agents.
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In addition to beliefs and declarative goals, the mental state of a Dribble agent also includes a
plan component. Only a single plan can be handled at any one time (no concurrency). The plan
of an agent can be changed through application of rules as well as execution of executable actions.
Dribble defines two types of rules, namely Goal rules, and Practical Reasoning (PR) rules. A goal
rule g is a pair ϕ → π such that ϕ is a propositional formula involving beliefs and goals, and π is
a plan. Intuitively a goal rule says that the plan π can be adopted if the mental condition ϕ holds.
Goal rules are used to select plans for the first time (i.e. when the plan component of the agent is
an empty plan). The condition in ϕ specifies what the plan π is good for. On the other hand, PR
rules are similar to rules in 3APL, and can be used to create plans (possibly from abstract plans),
to modify plans, and to model reactive behavior (using rules with empty heads).
Programming a Dribble agent amounts to specifying its initial beliefs and goals and writing
sets of goal rules and PR rules. Formally, a Dribble agent is a triple hhσ0 , γ0 , Ei, Γ, ∆i, where
hσ0 , γ0 , Ei is the initial mental state with initial belief-base σ0 , initial goal-base γ0 , and an empty
plan E, and where Γ is a set of goal rules and ∆ is a set of PR rules. Note that the initial plan of
a Dribble agent is the empty plan E. The reason for this is that a Dribble agent should be able to
select a plan (using rules) based on its declarative goal specification, and giving the agent a plan at
start up is counter-intuitive in this respect. The operational semantics of the Dribble programming
language is specified using a transition system. A computation run CR(s0 ) is a finite or infinite
sequence s0 , · · · , sn or s0 , · · ·, where si ∈ hσi , γi , πi i are mental states (where πi denotes the plan
of the agent), and for all i there exists a transition from si−1 to si as defined in the transition system
for the Dribble agent. The meaning of a Dribble agent hhσ0 , γ0 , Ei, Γ, ∆i is then defined to be
the set of its computation runs CR(hσ0 , γ0 , Ei). Thus the first state of the computation runs is the
initial mental state of the Dribble agent.
As mentioned, Dribble is an expressive language that improves on GOAL by adding complex
plans and rules to manipulate goals. Nevertheless, it has some limitations. Although the authors
argue that goal rules and PR rules together can be used as a regression planning mechanism, this
is misleading, since no lookahead is incorporated. Also, Dribble does not support exogenous
actions; e.g., suppose that the agent has δ as a plan, and some exogenous action happens, which
makes the preconditions of δ false forever. While a PR rule with an empty body can be used drop
this plan, without a temporal component built into the language, it is impossible to detect that the
plan has become forever impossible to execute. Note that, such a mechanism is important if one
wants to ensure that the agents do not intend unachievable goals. Moreover, Dribble only allows
sequential plan adoption and execution. In other words, agents cannot concurrently commit to
two different plans. Finally, one major problem in Dribble is that it uses distinct databases for
two types of intentions, i.e. declarative goals and procedural plans, and there is no mechanism
for ensuring consistency between these two. Put otherwise, Dribble semantics allows agents with
an inconsistent intention-base, e.g. an agent can have a declarative goal φ and a plan that makes
φ unachievable. While other programming languages address some of the problems mentioned
earlier, to the best of our knowledge, no BDI agent programming language with both declarative
and procedural goals offer a solution to this problem.
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Goal Directed 3APL (GD-3APL)
In [34], Dastani et al. present an extension of 3APL [70], called Goal Directed 3APL (GD-3APL),
that incorporates both declarative and procedural goals into a single framework. GD-3APL agents
are similar to Dribble agents, in that they have beliefs, goals, plans, and rules. The overall semantics is also very similar. The major difference is that GD-3APL uses a more expressive first
order language, and that it defines an additional rule type to allow the agents to reason about and
modify their declarative goals. GD-3APL provides three types of rules: Goal Revision (GR) rules,
Plan Selection (PS) rules, and Plan Revision (PR) rules. GR rules can be used to revise goals, and
variants of GR-rules can be used to generate, extend, or drop goals. In some sense, these rules
allow agents to reason about their declarative goals. PS rules are like Dribble’s Goal rules and PR
rules are similar to practical reasoning rules in Dribble and 3APL.
Another advantage of GD-3APL is that an agent’s plans/procedural intentions are modeled
using a hplan-body, goali pair, where the second element is added to record the goal for which the
plan was selected. So if the goal gets dropped for some reason or revised by a GR rule before the
agent has finished executing this plan, this information is used to also drop the plan. This facilitates
decoupling of plan success from goal success. However, exactly how this information can be
utilized is left open in the framework. Finally, GD-3APL agents can concurrently handle several
goals, by committing to and executing multiple plans, unlike Dribble agents. Note that, GD3APL does not provide a logic to verify properties of agent programs. Also, an offline lookahead
mechanism for planning is still missing.
A BDI Extension of the Golog-Family
One problem with all of the above frameworks is that although they may support declarative goals,
they do not support planning in the sense that there is no lookahead mechanism built into these
frameworks. Also, most of these frameworks are not grounded on a formal theory of action, and
thus only allow limited reasoning. The agent programming language proposed by Sardiña and
Shapiro [135] (let us call it S&S) combines two existing approaches to agent theory (viz. the
work in [144]) and to agent programming (namely, IndiGolog) to provide an expressive BDIagent programming language that supports planning/lookahead. S&S is built on top of a situation
calculus-based action theory.
In S&S, an agent program consists of a high-level procedural specification of the agent’s behavior (i.e. a single non-deterministic program), a declarative specification of the agent’s mental
states, and an underlying action theory. The interpreter’s job is to search for a rational execution of
the given program (i.e., one that satisfies the agent’s goals, as discussed below). An agent’s mental
state consists of her beliefs and her goals. S&S incorporates a KD45 model of knowledge and a KD
model of goals, both specified in terms of accessibility relations over possible worlds. The model
of goals has a temporal component associated with it, and thus it can handle both achievement and
maintenance goals. Also, S&S supports prioritized goals through prioritized accessibility relations
and all goals are not assumed to be equally important. (φ1 > φ2 > · · · > φn )s is used to represent
that the agent in situation s has n prioritized goals, where φi denotes all the goals of the agent
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at level i, φ1 being the highest priority goal. Moreover, S&S’s language is rich enough to allow
queries of whether the agent is able to achieve certain goals in a given situation.
To help the agents decide which plans are preferable, S&S defines an ordering on plans/strategies,
which are modeled using action selection functions (as discussed in Section 2.4). It then defines a
rational course of action to be a strategy that the agent knows-how (i.e. is able) to execute, and she
knows is one of the most preferred strategies w.r.t. her prioritized declarative goals.
As discussed above, most reactive plan execution languages that incorporate declarative goals
include a pre-compiled plan library. The agents use their declarative goals as triggers to select plans
from this library, and hierarchically decompose and execute these plans. Unlike these APLs, S&S
uses an IndiGolog-style controller. Recall that, in IndiGolog, the programmer’s job is to model
the domain using the appropriate axioms, and specify the agent’s behavior using a high-level nondeterministic program. Given a starting situation, the IndiGolog interpreter tries to (incrementally)
find an execution of this non-deterministic program. S&S uses a similar control strategy. However,
the S&S interpreter also needs to take the agent’s declarative goals into account.
To this end, the rational-search operator ∆rat (δ : XG ) was introduced in S&S. The idea of
this construct is that, given a non-deterministic IndiGolog program δ and a set of prioritized goals
XG = φ1 > φ2 > · · · > φn , the ∆rat (δ : XG ) operator will produce a simple and ready to
execute terminating deterministic plan (i.e. sequence of actions or conditional plans) δ 0 , whose
execution respects both the given program δ, in the sense that δ 0 is an instantiation of δ, and the
set of declarative goals, in that it achieves as many highest priority goals as possible (i.e. it is a
rational course of action w.r.t. the given set of declarative goals). S&S assumes that the given
program has the highest priority, and thus any declarative goals that conflict with this program will
not be achieved. This operator provides a mechanism for combining a procedural specification of
behavior and a set of prioritized declarative goals, and is meant to be used by the agent programmer
to specify when lookahead is necessary.
To the best of our knowledge, S&S is one of the only two BDI agent programming frameworks6 that offers deliberation with lookahead, and thus supports planning. Thus, S&S combines
a procedural representation of behavior and prioritized declarative goals in an expressive language
that is able to model ability and know-how, the temporal aspects of goals and actions, and the relative importance of goals. However, this expressiveness of S&S comes at the cost of complexity –
determining whether a plan is rational or not involves searching the plan space defined by the given
high-level non-deterministic program, and comparing all the strategies that can be induced by this
program. This is clearly problematic in a dynamic environment. In fact it is unknown whether
there exists a practical procedure to implement this mechanism. Also, it can be argued that agents
in S&S are not so goal-directed, since their overall behavior is controlled by the given program.
CAN and CAN-PLAN
As mentioned earlier, another agent programming language that supports lookahead/planning is
CAN-PLAN [134], which is an extension of the Conceptual Agent Notation language (CAN)
6
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[185]. In contrast to the situation calculus based S&S, CAN-PLAN is a PRS-based language.
The underlying basic infrastructure of CAN is similar to that of AgentSpeak(L). Agents in
CAN have a first-order belief-base, a set of plans, and a first-order intention-base, and thus an
agent configuration is modeled as a tuple hB, A, Γi, where B is a possible belief-base, A denotes
the actions performed by the agent so far, and Γ represents a possible intention-base. Plan-bodies
or programs in CAN can be constructed from primitive actions, operations to add/delete beliefs,
tests for conditions, events or achievement goals !e, sequences, parallelism, the operator I{· : ·}J
which is used to represent a set of guarded alternatives as discussed below, the choice operator dual
of sequencing P1  P2 which executes P1 and then executes P2 only if P1 fails, and the operator
Goal(φs , P, φf ) (discussed later). CAN uses a set of transition rules to specify the evolution of an
agent. Agents in this language respond to events. In response to an event e, a CAN agent uses
the plan-library Π with rules of the form (e0 : φi ← Pi ) to collect all context condition-plan-body
pairs φi : Pi whose event e0 can be unified with e, places these pairs inside the special construct
I{}J to form the plan I1 = Iφ1 : P1 , · · · φn : Pn J,7 and inserts I1 into the intention-base.
Another transition rule is then used to (non-deterministically) choose from one of the plan-bodies
in I1 whose context condition holds. Suppose that the context condition φ1 holds, and the agent
chooses to try P1 first. In that case, I1 will be replaced with the new intention P1  I2 , where
I2 = I1 − {φ1 : P1 }, i.e. with the plan that P1 should be tried first, and if the execution of P1 fails
for some reason, the intention I2 (which is similar to I1 but now does not include the pair φ1 : P1 )
will be attempted. Thus, unlike AgentSpeak(L) and similarly to Jason and 3APL, CAN provides a
mechanism for handling failure of plans. However, this is very different from 3APL failure rules.
In addition to this basic infrastructure, CAN provides a mechanism for representing both
declarative and procedural goals in a uniform manner. For this purpose, it uses the procedural
construct Goal(ψs , P, ψf ), which can be read as: the agent should achieve the declarative goal ψs
using the set of procedures P (which is of the form I1 discussed above), failing if ψf becomes true.
CAN provides a set of transition rules for Goal(ψs , P, ψf ) defined in terms of the above rules. The
execution of a Goal(ψs , P, ψf ) construct is specified such that at every step, it only updates the
associated P (by executing a step of P ), giving up only when the goal ψs is achieved, or when it
is no longer possible (i.e. when ψf holds). Using these rules, CAN guarantees that the execution
of Goal(ψs , P, ψf ) will obey some of the properties of declarative goals discussed in Section 5.1.
For example, the explicitly specified success condition can be used by the semantic specification
to detect early/fortuitous achievement of goals (i.e. achievement of goals before the associated
plan has been fully executed) and drop the associated goal and plan. Also, it can be used decouple
successful execution of plans from successful achievement of goals. This is done by checking
whether the success condition φs holds after the execution of a plan from P ; if the plan has been
successfully executed, but the goal has not been achieved yet, the CAN agent will try another plan
from P . If the goal remains false after all plans in P have been executed, the CAN agent will
retry the plans in P . This mechanism is provided by replacing the intention Goal(ψs , P, ψf ) with
Goal(ψs , P  P, ψf ) at the beginning of the execution, and whenever P is not of the form P1  P2
(i.e. after it has already tried P but failed to achieve the associated goal). Similarly, the failure
7
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condition is specified to decouple plan failure from goal failure, and to remove any committed-to
plans when the associated goal has failed (or becomes impossible). This special construct is meant
to appear in the plan body part of rules specified by the agent programmer. Thus, this mechanism
of CAN can be used for both failure handling and monitoring of declarative goals.
CAN-PLAN [134] extends CAN by including a lookahead mechanism to support offline planning. To perform offline planning, one needs an action theory. To this end, agents in CAN-PLAN
are equipped with a simple STRIPS-like action description library Λ that contains rules of the form
+
a : ψa ← Φ−
a ; Φa , one for each action a in the domain. Here ψa corresponds to the preconditions
+
of a and Φa and Φ−
a denotes the add and delete list of atoms, respectively. CAN-PLAN incorporates the additional P lan(P ) operator in the plan language. This operator searches for a complete
hierarchical decomposition of P before executing a single step in a similar way to an HTN planner. It is very similar to the IndiGolog Σ search operator, in that P lan(P ) can evolve to P lan(P 0 ),
provided that P can evolve to P 0 and can reach a final configuration in a finite number of steps.
In CAN-PLAN, the agent programmer can mix the Goal() and P lan() operators in various ways
to produce different types of failure handling and lookahead. For example, consider the construct
Goal(φs , P lan(Goal(φs , P, φf )), φf );
• The external Goal() operator ensures that the agent will use the program P ∗ =
P lan(Goal(φs , P, φf )) towards the eventual satisfaction of the goal φs . The agent is committed to φs , in that P ∗ is reinstantiated and retried until φs holds. Also, It is not necessary to
completely execute the plan returned by the planner (i.e. P ∗ ), e.g. if φs is satisfied before P ∗
has been fully executed. Finally, the goal φs is dropped when failure condition φf becomes
true.
• The P lan() operator guarantees that the program P ∗ has a terminating execution. Note
that, an exogenous action might render this program non-executable; however, as mentioned
above, in that case the external Goal() operator will call the planner again.
• The internal Goal() operator ensures that the agent will use the program P towards the
eventual satisfaction of the goal φs . Also, at plan-time, P is solved up to the point where the
goal is met.
It can be shown that for a restricted class of CAN-PLAN agents,8 the P lan() operator indeed
corresponds to a HTN-planner in the sense that for an agent, there is an execution of P lan(P ) in
CAN-PLAN, if and only if there is a solution to the corresponding planning problem in a HTNplanner. Also, any execution of P lan(P ) corresponds to a HTN-plan solution.
Thus, CAN-PLAN provides a mechanism for on demand lookahead planning to the agent programmer. While the P lan() operator itself does not consider potential interaction with exogenous
actions, in some sense Goal() and P lan() can be mixed to handle external interferences. For
instance, Goal(φs , P lan(P ), φf ) will re-plan if the initial plan obtained fails due to an external interference. Nevertheless, CAN-PLAN’s lookahead feature is local in the sense that it does not take
into account other concurrent intentions. In other words, the result of planning may include actions
8
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that are in conflict with other goals of the agent. Also, while CAN-PLAN uses an action theory for
deliberation, it does not utilize this for updating the agent’s state, which is a bit inconsistent.
Jadex
Following [33, 167, 89], Braubach et al. [19] propose to treat declarative goals as first class objects
in the Jadex framework. Declarative goals in Jadex are individual entities that manage their own
state (in contrast to being managed by the agent), and post appropriate events as necessary. Recall
that Jadex agents are PRS based agents that have a built-in plan library, and that respond to events.
Thus, to handle these declarative goals, all an agent has to do is to listen to and respond to these
events posted by the goal objects by adopting, executing, or dropping the appropriate plan. Note
that, the current implementation of Jadex [18] does not utilize these declarative goals, and thus it
only provides a specification of an extended version of the language.
Braubach et al. studied various goal oriented agent programming languages, architectures, and
methodologies, and identified four different types of goals: achievement goals, maintenance goals,
perform goals, and query goals. Here, a perform goal specifies some activities to be done, and
hence the success of the perform goal depends only on the fact that the activity was performed.
They argued that perform goals are different from achievement or maintenance goals, since they do
not require any state to be achieved or maintained. Query goals serve the purpose of information
acquisition. If there is enough information in the agent’s knowledge-base to answer a query goal,
it succeeds with that answer; otherwise it becomes the achievement goal of collecting enough
information to answer that query.
By analyzing these goals, Braubach et al. identified various states that a goal can be in its
lifecycle. The basic three states of a generic goal are new, adopted, and finished. An adopted
goal can in turn be in various sub-states, such as option, active, and suspended. Adopting a goal
makes it desirable to achieve it and thus it can be seen as an option that the agent can possibly
pursue when the actual circumstances allow. To actively pursue a goal, the agent’s deliberation
mechanism must activate the goal to initiate goal processing. Active goals can be later deactivated
by the deliberation mechanism, and saved as an option. For instance, an active goal needs to be
deactivated when it conflicts with another higher priority goal. On the other hand, an active or
option goal can be suspended when its context becomes invalid. For example, a robot that has a
goal of guarding some property during the night can suspend this goal in the day. Unlike options,
suspended goals are not fed to the deliberator when it is deciding on what goal to actively pursue
next. When the context becomes valid again, the suspended goal is added as an option.
For each of the four goal types, Jadex specifies a refinement of the active state by considering
various attributes and the specific life cycle of these goals. For instance, an achievement goal has
three sub states of the active state, namely in process, succeeded, and failed. It also consists of two
conditions, a target condition, and a failure condition. The target condition specifies the world state
that the achievement goal wants to bring about, and the failure condition specifies the conditions
under which the goal should be dropped and considered to have failed. An active achievement
goal will first check the target condition for fulfillment of the goal, and if the condition is met, the
goal can be moved to the succeeded state and eventually dropped. If both the target and the failure
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conditions are false, the active achievement goal can post a goal addition event to the event queue.
In response to this event, the agent will eventually adopt an applicable plan, and execute this plan
to achieve the goal. At any stage of this execution, if the target or failure conditions are met, the
goal will move to the succeeded or failed state, and post a drop event. To handle this event, the
agent needs to drop this plan (along with all sub-goals adopted for this goal). Braubach et al.’s
proposal also specifies how the other three types of goals are processed (see [19] for details).
Thus, like CAN, Jadex allows full decoupling of goals and plans by monitoring declarative
goals. In other words, this framework provides a way to decouple both goal-plan failure and success. Moreover, as in CAN, it provides a mechanism for detecting fortuitous or early achievement
of goals. Unfortunately, Jadex does not provide a formal semantics for these goals and their dynamics. While it allows the use of incompatible goals, it does not deal with the relationships
between these incompatible goals. For instance, it does not require a plan adopted to process a
goal to be compatible with another adopted goal.

6

Open Problems and Research Directions

In this document, we reviewed research concerning logical formulation of declarative goals in
agent programming languages. Many of the existing agent programming languages do not incorporate declarative goals. Moreover, the ones that do, often do not utilize many of the advantages
of declarative goals, as discussed above. A few existing frameworks that model planning either are
intractable, or only consider one goal at a time. In other words, while planning, they ignore other
concurrent goals of the agent, and as a consequence, the output of planning may not be consistent
with other adopted goals. As we have seen in Section 5.1, there is no doubt that declarative goals
are more expressive than procedural ones. However, an agent programming framework that incorporates most of the advantages of declarative goals has yet to be developed. In this section, we
suggest some possible extensions to the existing frameworks, which might advance this objective:
• Developing a uniform formalization of intended goals and plans in an expressive first order
language like the situation calculus – adopted declarative goals should be consistent with
adopted plans. An agent’s intentions should be side-effect free, introspectable, etc. (as discussed in Section 2), and expressive enough to capture conditional and prioritized intentions,
as well as temporal intentions (e.g. maintenance goals).
• Modeling dynamics of intention – in addition to modeling intentions, clearly the issue of
intention/goal dynamics needs to be handled. It should satisfy the properties of intentions
given by agent theorists, such as in [26]. For instance, it should always maintain the consistency of the intention-base. Also, intentions should be achievable by the agent, thus already
achieved and unachievable intentions should be dropped. It should handle general forms of
contraction and revision of intentions (i.e. similar to the ones that can be done in beliefrevision frameworks [61]).
• Managing the means-ends relationship between goals and sub-goals – sophisticated mechanisms are required to capture the dependencies between declarative goals and the sub-goals
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and plans adopted to achieve those goals. For instance, sub-goals and plans (and possibly
sub-sub-goals, etc.) adopted to bring about a goal should be dropped when the associated
goal fails or is achieved.
• Formalizing more realistic lookahead/planning – planning should account for other concurrent goals, as discussed in Section 5.3. This is required for both maintaining the consistency
of the intention-base (in the sense that generated plans should not be contradictory to adopted
goals and plans), and ensuring that the agent does not intentionally do anything that makes
one of her intentions impossible to achieve.
• Achieving a balance between deliberation and execution to cope with dynamic worlds –
APLs should allow both reactive plan execution and deliberation. While reactive execution of plans speeds up the agent’s operations considerably, deliberation is also necessary to
handle unanticipated situations. Moreover, a reasonable model for determining how much
lookahead is necessary, formalizing whether employing deliberation has good pay off in a
given situation, and capturing how quickly the agent has to act to achieve a goal etc. needs
to be developed. Note that, these issues are related to the resource-boundedness of the agent
(as discussed at the beginning of Section 3).
• Developing representations of (incomplete) knowledge, and nested beliefs and goals, i.e. an
agent’s beliefs about others’ beliefs and goals that can be reasoned with efficiently – this
is required for dealing with incompletely known environments when multiple agents are
involved.
Additional issues may arise when developing a unified agent programming framework that deals
with many of the above issues. For example, there is a direct tradeoff between expressiveness and
tractability in these languages, and thus an efficient APL is more likely to be not so expressive, and
vice versa.
In particular, S&S’s framework discussed in Section 5.3 is a unique framework (that is built
on top of a fully specified formal theory of action, unlike most other APLs) that can be used as a
starting point. The following is a list of possible extensions to this particular framework:
1. One extension involves modifying the execution style, and the representation of declarative
goals and procedural goals or plans. Recall that, in this framework, the programmer specifies, among other things, a single non-deterministic program and an ordered set of declarative
goals. The interpreter’s job is to search for an execution of the program. If the programmer
requires lookahead, he/she can utilize the on-demand rational search operator. In that case,
the interpreter will also ensure that the planned program/sub-program satisfies as many of
the highest priority goals of the agent as possible. As discussed in Section 5.3, it can be
argued that this style of program execution does not really model goal-directed behavior.
The reason for this is that in this framework, an agent’s goals do not determine what plans
she should execute; rather, the program (which is assumed to have the highest priority) is in
control. It would be thus interesting to modify this framework to model a more goal-driven
program execution. To this end, one could start with an execution scheme similar to the
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PRS-based or HTN planning APLs, where user specified rules can be used to trigger plans
from a pre-compiled plan-library. Thus, instead of an ordered list of goals and a single program, we would like to generalize this framework by incorporating an ordered set of goals
and a set of plans, and developing a mechanism for merging these goals with the adopted
plans so that the consistency of the intention-base is maintained.
Another reason for incorporating rules in this framework is to allow arbitrary modification
of intended plans. As we have seen in Dribble and GD-3APL, an agent’s (plan revision)
rules can arbitrarily modify a plan by utilizing the context of the plan (i.e. using pattern
matching). In other words, these rules can be used to write very expressive ‘self-modifying
programs’. It is not clear how this can be done in IndiGolog.
2. The framework can be extended by incorporating a formal model of dynamics of intention.
As mentioned above, the dynamics of intention should preserve various useful properties
of intention, should be flexible enough to handle arbitrary revisions and contractions, and
model the dependency between goals and sub-goals.
3. It would be interesting to develop an on-demand lookahead/planning mechanism in the modified framework with multiple goals and a set of plans. Planning/search should be not only
implementable, but also be reasonably efficient. So, one question is if there is a mechanism
for the user to specify the agent in a way that allows considerable pruning of the search space
to ensure that planning is efficient. Also, recall that, determining rational plans is computationally intractable in S&S’s framework. So limited forms of rationality can be considered
as a means of increasing efficiency. In particular, some meta-level/syntactic mechanism
could be developed to model the cost of deliberation, and could be used to check whether
deliberation is worth the effort.
4. The framework can be extended to include communicative actions, and to model changes in
agents’ goals as a result of communication.
In the future, we look forward to investigate some of these issues.
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